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GARDEN CHIT CHAT
 Welcome to our 43rd edition catalogue.  Once again, we would 
like to thank everyone for your support of Mid-America Garden.  
Reflecting on 2022 there were lots of changes here at the garden.  
First and foremost was losing our right-hand man.  Carlos had been 
with us on a full- time basis for nine years and he had worked for us 
in some capacity for over 20 years.  Carlos and his wife decided they 
wanted to be closer to her family so they moved to Atlanta in the 
middle of June.  We miss him being here not only as a worker but 
as a friend and confidant.  We wish he and his family all the best in 
their new endeavors.  Thank you Carlos, for your years of dedication 
and commitment, you helped make Mid-America what it is today!

 It is a big year introduction wise.  We feel that it is one of the 
best if not the best line up of new introductions we have released 
in a single year.  On a bit of a sad note, this will be the final year that 
we will be introducing iris for Barry Blyth.  We have finished eval-
uating the last of the seedlings he sent us.  I believe there will still 
be a handful of Barry’s seedlings that will be introduced by Smokin’ 
Heights Garden in Australia.  Once again, I would like to personally 
thank Barry for his constant words of encouragement and support 
all these years.  You have been not only a huge inspiration but a 
confidant, mentor and friend.  

 This is the year that we are finally releasing seedling TJ335B 
which is now named Lovely Livvy.  It is with great joy that we de-
cided to name this in honor of the late Olivia Newton-John.  It just 
seemed fitting that a creation with such distinct colors and beauty 
should be dedicated to her memory.  A portion of the sales from 
each rhizome sold will be donated to the cancer and wellness hos-
pital she created in Melbourne, Australia.  Olivia lived with breast 
cancer both in and out of remission for over 20 years and dedicated 
the last several years of her life raising funding to research and find 
a cure.  Olivia, we tip out hats to you in gratitude for your kindness, 
compassion, humility, and all you did to help others.  Thank you for 
setting the example. 

 The printed catalogue is a bit smaller than last year’s edition as 
we transition some of the products to the website.  Costs of print-
ing the catalogue have skyrocketed forcing us to make some tough 
decisions.  Most of the median classes of iris along with the TB in-
troductions of Lynda Miller and Barry Blyth are exclusively on the 
website.  There are also several TB’s that you will find only online.  A 
great deal of effort has been put into the website to continually im-
prove upon it and to make it more user friendly.  One of our favorite 
functions of the website is it allows us to display multiple pictures 
of the same cultivar.  It is nice to have the ability to show not only 
single flowers, but stalk shots and clump shots.  We think we can 
more accurately depict the color and form with photos taken from 
different angles, lighting and even in different years.  It is kind of 
like having the ability to show the character of each variety.  If you 
haven’t already done so we recommend you visit our website www.
mid-americagarden.com

 2022 was a great year for the Mid-America Garden family of hy-
bridizers.  Medal winners include Good Morning Sunshine (Thom-
as) Wister Medal, Apple Crisp (Paul) Sass Medal, and Football Hero 
(Lynda) Dykes Medal.  A huge congratulations to Football Hero and 
Lynda for this award, a well-deserved achievement!!  Thank you to 
all the judges who have taken the time to grow and evaluate our 
introductions.  
 
 The catalogue you are holding is a result of the talents of our 
great friend Mirena Oberg.  I provide her with the content and 
then she works her magic laying it out. Thank you Mirena for your 
passion and commitment.  Here is wishing each and every one of 
you the best iris year ever and thank you again for your continued 
support, it is because of you that we are able to live our passion for 
growing and breeding iris! 

       Thomas  

Good Morning Sunshine

Football Hero

Apple Crisp
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THOMAS JOHNSON 
TALL BEARDED INTRODUCTIONS

A Million 
Dreams

A MILLION DREAMS   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 36" (91.5cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Clear pink stan-
dards.  Falls are lavender pink with pink touched hafts and shrimp beards.  
Very large and full wide flowers on perfect show stems.  The simpler ruf-
fling and clarity of color make for a knockout garden iris.  Impressive to say 
the least!  Sdlg. TL1B: Arrivederci X Hospitality.   $65.00

All 
Stitched Up

ALL STITCHED UP (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Early-midseason  37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance.  Golden yellow 
standards with an ever so slightly stitched violet edge.  Falls are cream 
with medium violet stitched hafts and narrow stitched band.  All Stitched 
Up will start the TB bloom season and will continue on blooming all 
the way through midseason.  A super strong grower and heavy bloomer 
with show stems galore.  Sdlg. TL45A: High Desert X Beautician.       
$65.00

AMETHYST ANGEL  (Thomas Johnson ’23) 
TB Midseason 38" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Light 
lavender standards with pink centers.  Falls are a rich purple 
reminiscent of the purple seen more often in siberian iris.  The 
beards are large and a unique blending of colors that comes off 
as kind of a frosted root beer.  The flowers are very wide, large 
and ruffled.  Tall well branched stems add to the look.  A beau-
tiful color combination that is hard to capture in a photo.  Sdlg. 
TI11ZZ: Beauty Contest X All About Me.     $65.00

Amethyst 
Angel
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BE THE LIGHT (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
36"(91.5cm) Light sweet fragrance. This is a color combination I am a 
bit of a sucker for.  Brilliant bright yellow standards that are exceptionally 
clean are held over light to medium lavender falls.  The falls have deeper 
texture veins that run the length of the petals and the hafts are touched 
yellow.  Strong stems on large classically formed flowers.  The overall 
effect is a super clean bicolor that oozes class.  Sdlg. TL7A: Barbara Rider X 
Hospitality.   $65.00

BORN TO PARTY  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
36" (91cm) Sweet fragrance. Golden yellow standards.  Falls are very dif-
ficult to describe.  Essentially a deep maroon around and below the beard 
that blends out to a washed maroon over lavender and finally forming a 
gold band. Beautiful form with consistent show stems the norm.  A clump 
in full bloom creates quite a startling effect.  Sdlg. TL184B: What A Circus 
X (TI87A x (TC375A x (Tango Express sib x Danger Money)) x Hooked On A 
Feeling).  $65.00 

AS YOU WISH  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-
late 35" (89cm) Light fragrance.  Medium rose-lavender-pink 
standards and edge on lighter pink falls.  There is a darker pink blush on 
either side of the beautiful saturated pink beards.  Very nice ruffled and 
laced form on nice show stems.  As You Wish is an easy grower and has 
been used heavily in hybridizing.  This is an iris that we like a lot!!  Sdlg. 
TL74ZZ: Slice Of Heaven X Strawberry Shake. $70.00

BAD HABITS   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
35" (89cm) Light sweet fragrance. Rich royal purple standards over 
purple to near black falls. Beards are a burnt orange with yellow hair tips. 
Quite a beautiful iris in our continuing quest for a nice ruffled and laced 
yellow bearded black or purple bitone.  Very pretty!  Sdlg. TM94B: Own The 
Night X Heat Of The Moment     $65.00

As You 
Wish

Born To 
Party

Be The 
Light

Bad Habits
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BREATH OF FRESH AIR  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-Late 36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Pink standards 
with deeper pink centers.  Falls are cream washed light lavender with a pink 
edge.  Beards are medium lavender with frosted lighter lavender hair tips.  
The overall effect is one of grace and elegance.  Nicely branched show stems 
are the norm.  Sdlg. TL176A: Blushing Moment X (Those Violet Eyes x Lasting 
Moment sib)    $65.00

CAN’T STOP LOVING YOU  (Thomas Johnson ’22) 
TB Early-midseason 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance. Light lem-
on-yellow standards with deep yellow centers becoming lemon veining 
towards the edge.  Falls are a plush deep, velvety, maroon-black with a 
wide lavender-pink band.  Good strong stems and gorgeous form.  A 
spectacular beauty!  Sdlg. TK81XX:  Higher Love X (TG213ZZ x Twilight 
Rhapsody) x (TC375A x (Tango Express sib x Danger Money)).  $65.00

BY STARLIGHT (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Light Sweet fragrance. Flesh pink 
Standards with deeper pink centers and a bit of lavender shot up the 
midrib.  Falls are a rich deep royal purple with a lighter purple edge.  
Orange beards are tipped lavender.  This is a striking bicolor in an 
uncommon color combination.  Strong well branched show stems 
carry 9 buds.  Gorgeous!  Sdlg.  TJ303XX: Future Ruler X Secret Status.  
 $65.00

BRILLIANT DEBUT  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 38" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance. White standards with yellow 
centers and irregular lemon markings at the petal edges.  Falls are deep lemon 
yellow with a white area below bright orange beards.  Not just another yellow and 
white iris, there was no denying this one’s introduction.  Highly visible from clear 
across the field on its tall well branched stems. Sdlg: TJ334YY: Lost In Dreams sib X 
Bashful Love.   $60.00

Brilliant 
Debut

Can’t Stop 
Loving You

Breath Of 
Fresh Air

By 
Starlight
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CARRY A TUNE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 37" (94cm) Light Sweet fragrance. 
Medium orange standards.  Falls are a rosy orchid-pink with a lav-
ender-blue flash below orange beards.  Heavily ruffled flowers are 
carried on tall well branched stems.  A rich colored favorite here 
each year.  Spectacular!  Sdlg. TK45A: Arrivederci X Sweet City 
Woman.    $70.00

CATCH PHRASE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Icy blue white 
standards with green veins in the center.  Falls are white with a laven-
der rim.  Inside the rim are random violet dots.  The hafts have deep 
violet lines and there is a center line of violet below the beard.  Beards 
are white with orange hair tips.  A beautiful take on a purple and white 
plicata.  An easy grower with show stems and gorgeous form.  We like!  
Sdlg. TL46A: High Desert X Mixed Feelings.  $65.00

CHARACTER STUDY (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 36" (91.5cm) Light fragrance. Flesh pink standards, 
darker in the center.  Falls are pink with a reddish violet blended band and 
vivid orange beards.  The standards have an interesting serrated edge in gold.  
Puts on a great show in the garden.  Sdlg. TI52ZZ: Conniption Fit X Dignified. 
 $65.00

CHASE THE NORTH STAR  (Thomas Johnson ’23) 
TB Midseason 33" (84cm) Light Sweet fragrance. .  Icy blue white 
standards with a light blue edge.  Falls are white with a deep inky blue-
black band.  Yellow orange beards scream out from the heart.  This is the 
traditional Emma Cook pattern but with a much deeper blue band than 
we have seen before.  Quite dramatic in person and not to be overlooked.  
Sdlg. TK24ZZ: Hard To Resist X Brouhaha.           $65.00

Character 
Study

Chase The 
North Star

Catch Phrase

Carry A 
Tune
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COSMIC MYSTERY (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm)  Sweet fragrance. White ground standards 
are almost completely overlaid gold.  The midrib is flushed violet.  Falls are 
white with a deep velvet red band.  There is a medium red violet dotted band 
inside the darker band.  Nicely ruffled flowers on a very bright and pleasing 
color combination.  A nice classically ruffled form completes the look.  Sdlg. 
TL213G: (Say It Right x Marry The Night sib) X (Marry The Night sib x pod 
parent of Be Not Afraid).   $65.00

EVENING FESTIVAL (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Light gold standards are 
infused deeper gold and violet up the midrib.  Falls are a wide and ruffled 
deep plush burgundy to near black.  Nicely branched show stems with good 
buds make it a show bench contender.  The double beard in the photo is an 
anomaly and does not happen as a regular occurrence.  Unfortunately, with 
the horrible weather we had this past spring it is the only photo I was able 
to get.  Sdlg. TK81ZZ: Can’t Stop Loving You sib.     $65.00

DISTANT SHORES   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-Late 36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Icy white 
standards are infused light violet and pink at the midrib.  Falls are 
lavender-blue violet with a lighter lavender edge.   What brings life 
to Distant Shores is the pink in the base of the standards.  It draws 
your eye in for a closer inspection of the frosted blue violet beard.   
Nicely ruffled flowers are held on well branched stalks.  A good quality 
iris, a solid performer, and an easy doer.  Sdlg. TJ308A: pod parent of 
Rolling In The Deep X Secret Status.    $65.00

Evening 
Festival

Devoted 
To You

DEVOTED TO YOU (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-Late 36" (91.5cm) Light Sweet fragrance. Intense 
true medium to deep pink standards.  Falls have a light pink center with a 
medium pink band.  Beards are pink and orange with a short lavender tip.  
Beautifully ruffled and lightly laced flowers are held on nice show stems.  
Very rich and gorgeous!  Sdlg. TK65A: Slice Of Heaven X sib to Simply 
Fabulous.   $65.00

Distant 
Shores

Cosmic 
Mystery
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Midseason 37"(94cm) Sweet fragrance. White ground standards are 
heavily overlaid deep blue purple with a deep plum to near black band.  Falls 
are white with an inner band of deep blue purple dots and a more solid outer 
band of deep plum.  The beard is an unusual blend with the hairs being blue 
purple at the base then white and finally yellow at the tips creating quite a 
complex treat.  Evening Stroll has finally broken the link between shorter 
stature and lower bud count in the deep purple-black plicata lines.  Seven to 
nine buds on tall well branched stalks are the norm.  Sdlg. TJ145A: One That 
I Want X High Desert.      $65.00

FEAST OF SPRING  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance.  Flesh pink standards 
have medium lavender shot up the midribs and light lemon touched 
petal edges.  Falls are a very rich lavender violet with a lighter edge.  Near 
red beards have a violet tip.  Very wide expansive flowers held on well 
branched stems. Great distinctiveness on this intriguing bicolor. Sdlg. 
TL323A:  Wishes Granted X Born To Party pollen parent.   $65.00

FEEL THE BEAT  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 36" 
(91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Milky white standards have medium lemon centers.  
Falls have a large maroon signal in the center that is touched gold on either side 
of the beard.  The signal then bleeds down the fall and transitions to a solid deep 
lilac and finally becoming lighter lilac, forming a band at the petal’s edge.  This has 
been a fun iris to hybridize with for the pansy face pattern.  Oddly enough it is a 
sister to Loving Embrace which is a salmon amoena and Brilliant Debut which is a 
yellow amoena.  So the range of colors in this cross is amazing.  Sdlg. TJ334A: Loving 
Embrace sib.   $65.00

FIELDS OF GOLD  (Thomas Johnson ’23) Midseason-
late 36" (91.5cm) Light sweet fragrance. Standards are a deep lemon 
yellow with the edges being a light lemon.  Falls are an interesting blend 
of lemon and maroon in the center giving somewhat of a brown effect.  The 
petal edge of the fall is encircled in a wide cream and lemon blended band.  
The color of the fall can be quite different depending on the weather and the 
year.  This last spring we were cool and wet the whole time and the flowers 
opened up a rich brown in the fall and then transitioned to the lighter color.  
Check out additional pics on the website to see for yourself.  Fields of Gold is 
another example of the fun color ranges coming out of the fantastic parent 
Truth Or Dare.  Sdlg. TK130B: Courageous One and I Believe sib.   $65.00

Feel The 
Beat

Fields 
Of Gold

Feast Of 
Spring

Evening 
Stroll
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FINAL ANSWER (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Late 
36"(91cm) Sweet fragrance. Medium flesh pink standards have lavender 
violet centers.  Falls are a rich lavender violet with flesh pink touched hafts.  
Beards are tangerine, tipped lavender.  Final Answer has been an absolute 
favorite since its maiden bloom.  Gorgeous wide, ruffled, and heavily laced 
form, on impeccably branched and budded show stems, ensures a long 
bloom season.  This is an iris for the more northerly gardens; with its lateness 
it is sure to avoid any damage from late freezes.  It is an amazingly fertile 
parent, setting pods easily.  An absolute must have!  Sdlg. TJ119YY: Catch My 
Breath X Dancing Days.  $70.00

FOND OF YOU  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 35" 
(89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards are medium orange with pink blend-
ings.  Falls are pink with a light rosy violet blend at petal edges.  The light violet 
in the falls is more pronounced in cooler weather.  Beautiful, ruffled form, par-
ticularly in the standards, gives Fond Of You a very warm and lovely feminine 
look.  Sdlg. TK1A: Arrivederci X Crowned In Glory.    $65.00

FOLLOW MY LEAD  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance.  Orange Standards are a bit 
lighter and with some gold influence at the edges.  Falls are Yellow-orange 
with a white spot below the brilliant tangerine-red beard.  A deep rose band 
edges the fall.  Great buds and branching and a strong grower, Follow My 
Lead has also proven itself to be a good parent.  Sdlg. TK32B: sister to Just 
Curious.    $65.00

Fond Of 
You

Flying 
Free

FLYING FREE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
35"(89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards are an off white with medium 
violet veins and shades of lemon blending throughout the petal. The lemon 
is more concentrated in the center and the edge.  Falls are a rich lavender 
violet deepening at the hafts and lightening at the petal edge.  Put all this 
together with fantastic wide bubble ruffles and you have a very showy cre-
ation indeed.  Sdlg. TK27B: Dream About You X Espionage.  $65.00

Follw My Lead

Final 
Answer
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GALA EVENT (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-late 
36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Golden orange standards tower over deep 
old rose falls with a large central blue violet wash.  Hafts are touched gold on 
either side of burnt orange beards.  Lots of ruffles on well- formed flowers.  
Good branching and bud count complete the package.  Sdlg. TI122A:  Barbara 
Rider X Arrivederci.  $65.00

GONE VIRAL (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-midseason 
36" (91.5cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Standards are marine blue violet with a 
white band.  Falls are a deep rich blue violet with a white edge and striping 
on the sides.  There is a large white luminata patch around the beard and a 
short white dart below the beard.   The hafts are touched orange which helps 
to draw the eye into the flower.  An exceptionally beautiful luminata that has 
been popular with garden visitors waiting for its release.  Recommended!  Sdlg. 
TJ124YY: Song Of Silence X Belle Fille.    $70.00

GRATEFUL GATHERING  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Early-midseason 32" (81cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards are a 
bright gold with a bit of maroon shot up the midribs.  Falls are a medium 
maroon with yellow influences giving it the appearance of a sort of brown 
with a lighter edge.  A color combination not often seen and a good iris for 
those who love brown.  Grateful Gathering is blessed with great buds, stems 
and strong growth.  Sdlg. TM123A: Know It All X Bronze Heart. $65.00

Gala Event

HEAD OF THE CLASS   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 38" (96.5cm) Light sweet fragrance.  Golden yellow 
standards.  Falls are a rich burgundy red with a lavender band and then a 
gilt lemon edge.  Very large well-formed flowers with gorgeous wide ruffles 
creates quite a stir in the fields.  An exceptionally clean color and pattern.  
Coming from two excellent parents.  We like this one a lot.  Sdlg. TK131J: 
Sweet City Woman X Dressed To The Nines.   $65.00

Gone 
Viral

Head Of 
The Class

Grateful 
Gathering
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HERE COMES TROUBLE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Early-midseason 36" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Dark burgundy-ma-
roon standards are edged with a wide gold band.  Falls are a deep beetroot red to 
near black with a narrow gold edge.  The central white luminata patch has gold 
touched hafts on both sides.  Heavily ruffled flowers are a delight to behold.  Here 
Comes Trouble is a strong grower with fast increase and a prolific bloomer.  She 
has been very popular with garden visitors.  Sdlg. TK51VV: Fancy Ideas X TG173B: 
(Song Of Silence x TC174D: (Midnight Velvet pod parent x TY10AA: (High Master 
x Double Click))).  $65.00

INTENSE REACTION  (Thomas Johnson ’23) 
TB Early-midseason 36" (91.5cm)  Sweet fragrance.  .  
Honey-gold and lavender-pink blended standards are more gold at 
the edges.  Falls are white with a deep red violet band.  Beards are 
orange with a medium lavender tip.  Below the tip of the beard is 
a medium lavender dart.  Quite an intense color combination on a 
unique plicata.  Sdlg. TK118ZZ: Castle On The Hill sib pod parent X Be 
Not Afraid pollen parent.   $65.00

In
Abundance

Intense 
Reaction

IN ABUNDANCE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 38" (91cm) Light sweet fragrance.  Pink standards 
with a faint violet stitched edge.  Falls are cream with a medium red 
violet dotted edge.  Inside the edge on either side of the beard is a 
brushed light salmon.  With super strong growth and heavy bloom In 
Abundance will put the early season into high gear. Sdlg. TL45B: All 
Stitched Up sib.  $65.00

HIT THE BULLSEYE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Light sweet fragrance.  Lemon yellow 
standards becoming lighter at the edges.  Falls are a deep burgundy 
black with a lavender diffused band and then a light lemon band and 
finally a white edge. Nicely ruffled flowers are more moderately sized 
held on well branched stems.  Very lovely.  Sdlg. TK130D: Fields Of Gold 
sib.   $65.00

Hit The 
Bullseye

Here Comes 
Trouble
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JUST BETWEEN US  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Light sweet fragrance.  Standards are 
medium pink in the center, then becoming white with pink veins 
and finally forming a pink rim.  Falls are white with a rose-pink band 
and a white tipped orange beard.  Just Between Us is lovely in every 
way.  The ruffled form is beautiful, it is a good grower and has nicely 
branched stems.  I have used it extensively in hybridizing and it has 
proved itself an excellent parent.  Sdlg. TK47ZZ: Arrivederci X Dressed 
To The Nines.   $70.00

LAST WORD  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Late 36" 
(91.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  A beautiful shade of lavender purple 
with a lighter lavender area below the beards.  The flowers are heavily 
ruffled and lightly laced.  A commanding presence in the late season on 
tall well branched and budded stalks.  Sdlg. TJ110YY: Soul Mate X sib to 
Hold Me Now. $65.00

LEARNING TO LOVE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 36" (91.5cm) Lightly scented. Light lavender blue standards 
with medium pink centers.  Falls are creamy white with a pink blush throughout.  
Icy blue white beards add to the beauty.  The overall look of Learning To Love 
is elegance, with such a pleasing combination of pastels.  Nice form and ruffles 
complete the package.  Sdlg. TK13A: Poem Of Love X Enjoyment.    $65.00

LET ME BE THERE (Thomas Johnson ’23)
Midseason 35" (89cm) Sweetly Scented. Let Me Be There is 
a WOW iris that cannot be overlooked!  Standards are deep lemon 
yellow.  Falls are white with a diffused lilac border.  Hafts are touched 
lemon.  The form and ruffles are indescribable, simply gorgeous.  We 
have used Let Me Be There heavily in our breeding program and have 
been glad we did.  An absolute must iris!  Sdlg. TL151B: Dressed To 
The Nines X Gala Event.  $70.00

Learning 
To Love

Let Me 
Be There

Last 
Word

Just 
Between Us
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LOVE AND LIGHT  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Late 37" 
(94cm)  Sweetly scented.  Light to medium pink standards.  Falls are 
cream with a pink blended overlay and with a medium lilac band.  Large 
flowers with wide overlapping form and pleated ruffles put on a dazzling 
display.  Absolutely impressive in clump!  Nice stems and branching as 
well.  Sdlg. TM166A: parentage unknown, illegible tag.            $65.00

LOVELY LIVVY  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 35" (89cm)   Lightly scented.  This gorgeous iris 
is named to honor the late great Olivia Newton-John. Olivia was 
not only a very talented celebrity but she was a gorgeous human 
being. Although I never met her, I certainly followed her career 
and life. Always a kind, warm and loving person, she never acted 
the celebrity, taking time to acknowledge all who came upon her. 
She courageously fought breast cancer in an out of remission for 20 
years. Never one to complain she always looked on the positive side 
of things. The latter part of her life was dedicated to finding a cure for 
Cancer. She founded the Oliva Newton-John Cancer And Wellness 
Centre In Melbourne, Australia, the country she called home. Here 
she tirelessly raised money to support cancer research using plant-
based treatments. Lovely Livvy was the pet name the media used 
throughout Olivia’s life to describe her. The iris we have chosen to 
honor her kind of named itself. Firstly, it is pink, the color of breast 
cancer awareness. On top of that, I made the cross in the garden of 
Barry and Lesley Blyth (using two of Barry’s seedlings), who live only 
miles from where Olivia grew up. Lovely Livvy is an extraordinary 
and unique creation in a color combination that has not yet been seen in iris until now. White standards are flushed pink. Falls are a deeper rose pink with a gorgeous 
ruffled white band. Olivia with her kind and generous heart has inspired me to do my part, so I have decided to donate a portion of the proceeds of each plant sold to her 
Cancer research centre in Australia. Sdlg. TJ335B: X267-12 (U232-1: (S290-3: Raise the Curtain x Another Woman) x (S69-1: (02-185c: Restless Heart x Queen’s Circle) x 
(02-191B: Tour De France x Rippling River))) x Bashful Love. X Walk Right Back pod parent.    $90.00

LOVE YOU SO (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 38"(96.5cm) Light sweet fragrance. 
Standards are flesh pink blending to a yellowish edge.  The center 
of the standards are a deep rose pink.  Falls are a deep rose pink 
with a light pink edge.  Large flowers are wide and heavily ruffled.  
Stems are tall and well branched and budded.  Gorgeous!!  Sdlg. 
TK1F: sib to Fond Of You    $65.00

Love 
You So Love 

And Light

Lovely 
Livvy
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MAGIC SWIRL (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 36" (91.5cm) Lightly scented. Deep lavender purple 
standards have a pink band.  Falls are deep lavender with a plum band.  
Nice wide and ruffled form on strong growing plants.  A very pretty color 
combination.  Sdlg. TK251A: Bring Me Diamonds X (Colour Bazaar x 
unknown).   $65.00

MARSHMALLOW SKIES (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 37" (94cm)  Light sweet fragrance. Very light lavender to 
white standards with a bit of pink at the base.  Falls are a rich medium lavender.  
This is an iris that we adore.  The flowers are so immense and with the wide 
ruffles it looks like floating clouds when it is in full flower.  It is so hard to capture 
its true grandeur in a photograph.  Lovely and an easy grower.  Sdlg. TK153B: 
Whimsical Lady sib.   $65.00

MIND YOUR MANNERS  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Light sweet fragrance.  Very light lavender 
pink standards flushed deeper pink in the center.  Falls are a clear medium 
lavender with pink touched hafts.  Beards are lavender.  Lovely tight ruffles 
and nice stems.  Sdlg. TK220ZZ: parentage unknown faded tag.  $65.00

MOMENT OF PEACE (Thomas Johnson 
’23) TB Midseason-late 34" (86.5cm) Sweet 
fragrance.  Blue pink standards are edged in lavender 
lace.  Falls are near white edged with light lavender pink.  
The beards are pink with lavender blue tips.  A very lacy 
flower in a very pleasing color combination.  Very classy 
looking. Sdlg. TK52C: Poem Of Love X Full Of Hope sib. 
 $65.00

Marshmallow 
Skies

Moment 
Of Peace

Mind 
Your 

Manners

Magic 
Swirl
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NAKED BEAUTY  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 38" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Standards are a coral 
pink to light orange.  Falls are pink with a lighter cream area below the 
beard.  Classic full round, and ruffled form and wide well branched and 
budded stems create an amazing show in the garden.  Simply spectac-
ular!  Naked Beauty is another one that we look forward to seeing each 
spring.  Sdlg. TL29C: Arrivederci X Top Choice.   $65.00

ON THE COVER  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 32" (81cm) Sweet fragrance.   Standards are the darkest 
red violet with a very light rose edge.  Falls are an intense shade of black 
mulberry with a thin light margin of light rose.  There is just a touch of 
orange on either side of the white luminata patch.  On The Cover is a very 
dark luminata but to the red tones of purple black where as many other 
dark luminatas currently on the market are to the blue tones of black. A 
little shorter in stature than some of the others but she certainly packs a lot 
of punch securing her place on the cover of the catalogue this year.  Sdlg. 
TK22A: sister to last years intro Spine Tingler.  $65.00

NIGHT DANCER  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards have medium 
rose pink centers and a flesh pink edge.  Falls are a rich purple with a near 
black purple haft.  Even the beard is dark being purple with burnt orange 
hair tips giving it a bit of a gothic look.  I love pink and purple combina-
tions although they are not that common.  A very pretty iris.  Sdlg. TL184E: 
Born To Party sib.    $65.00

On The Cover

NEVER ENOUGH (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 34” (86.5cm) Light fragrance. Peach-pink Standards.  Falls 
are white with peach hafts and edge.  Beards are tangerine with lavender-white 
at the end.  The emphasis here is ruffles and more ruffles!  The standards are 
extremely ruffled, creating a very feathery display.  If you like ruffles you know 
there is “never enough”!  It just so happens that Never Enough is also a good 
grower and has a pretty decent stem.  Sdlg. TJ106D: Otherside Of Heaven X 
Treasure Bay. $65.00

Never Enough

Naked 
Beauty

Night Dancer
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ON THE FRINGE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance. A very pretty 
magenta self with red beards.  Beautiful ruffled and laced form and good 
branching and bud count.  Makes a gorgeous clump.  Sdlg. TK64A:  Slice 
Of Heaven X pollen parent of Good Times Roll.     $65.00

ON THE LINE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 35" 
(89cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Cream standards have a large peach pink central 
area.  The peach then extends in the form of veins towards the petal edge.  Falls 
are a peach to orange with sporadic violet lines and veins that jut out from around 
the beard toward the narrow white edge.  Sdlg. TJ133ZZ:  Read Between The Lines 
X Leave Me Breathless.   $65.00

ONCE AND FOR ALL  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Early-midseason 29" (74cm) Lightly scented  Standards are a 
very rich shade of peach to orange.  Falls are a deep plush burgundy to 
near black with a light burgundy rose band and then a deeper rose pencil 
edge.  Beards are tangerine with burgundy hair tips.  This makes a spec-
tacular clump that will stop you in your tracks.  Sdlg. TK150YY: reverse sib 
to Can’t Stop Loving You.     $65.00

ONE IN A MILLION  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB flat 
Midseason 35" (89cm) No fragrance. .  To the best of our knowl-
edge this is the first TB flat plicata to be introduced, thus the name.  No 
standards and 6 falls.  The style arms are etched on the crests with the 
same pattern as is on the edge of the falls.  The falls are white then bor-
dered and stitched red violet. Sometimes but not always each fall will 
have a center belly stripe of violet that appears as a narrow straight line 
extending from the beard to the petal edge.  Sdlg. TL172ZZ: Parentage 
is unknown lost tag.    $65.00

On The 
Line

One In A Million

On The 
Fringe

Once And 
For All
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ONLY ONE FOR ME  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 36" (91.5cm) Light sweet fragrance. Pink 
Standards and hafts over medium lavender falls.  Huge blocky flowers 
with excellent form are carried on show stems.  Check out the differing 
shots of it on the website.  The color can be quite different with lighting, 
different days or even different years.  Generally, the more overcast and 
cooler that it is the darker the color.  The catalogue photo shown here was 
the lightest version taken on a full sun bright day.  Sdlg. TL1E:  sib to A 
Million Dreams.    $65.00

PITCH PERFECT (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
38" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Medium flesh pink standards.  Falls are 
medium rose lilac with a white spray pattern around and extending below 
the red-orange beard.   Tall well branched and budded show stems are the 
norm. The large flowers and the expansive ruffles create quite an elegant 
garden show.  Very nice!  Sdlg. TL29A: Good Company sib.   $65.00

OPULENT AFFAIR  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance.  Old gold standards have 
a heavy infusion of rose violet in the center.  Falls are a rosy lavender with 
a deeper haft and fall edge.  The hafts are also slightly touched gold on 
either side of the beard.  Rather large flowers are lightly ruffled and laced.  
Show stems are the norm on this rich beauty.  Sdlg TK131F: Head Of The 
Class sib.   $65.00

Pitch 
Perfect

OPEN FLAME  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-midseason 
36” (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Deep gold standards with medium red veins 
thorough out.  Falls have a gold base which is then overlaid with a deep maroon 
across the hafts.  Below the maroon hafts is a rose violet wash that extends to 
the gold edge.  The dark masked signal carries the pattern well and can be seen 
clear across the garden.  Sdlg. TK159YY: Medal Of Honor X ((Tango Express sib x 
Danger Money) x Twilight Rhapsody).  $65.00

Opulent 
Affair

Open 
Flame

Only One 
For Me
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REFINED ELEGANCE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance. The first thing that comes 
to mind about Refined Elegance is form!   It was stunning in the fields this 
past spring.  Lemon yellow standards are shot lilac up the midrib.  Falls are 
a rosy lilac being deeper at the haft and lighter at the edge.  A heavy wash 
of lemon on either side of the beard helps to accentuate the ruffles.  This is 
a beautiful iris in a different sort of color pattern than we have seen.  Sdlg. 
TK131WW: Head Of the Class sib.     $65.00

ROAD NOT TAKEN  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance. Very light blue standards.  
Falls are white with a deep lilac blue band and short white violet lines on 
either side of the beard.  Road Not Taken is a bit different color than the usual 
being more of a blue plicata rather than purple.  The ruffled edge is also a bit 
different in that it is very tight and deep creating a beautiful garden effect.  
Sdlg. TL46C: Catch Phrase sib.    $65.00 Road Not 

Taken

PROPENSITY (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-
late 36" (91.5cm) Light sweet fragrance. Milky white standards are 
flushed light lemon in the center and at the petal edges.  Falls are a rich 
lavender violet overlaid with a deep red violet spot that blends out to a 
light flesh pink edge.  I have a bit of a soft spot for this sort of pattern 
and the application of the color is so good on Propensity.  It doesn’t hurt 
that it has beautiful wide ruffled form on nice stems either.  Sdlg. TL40C: 
Espionage X Dressed To The Nines.   $65.00

POSITIVE THINKING  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 36" (91.5cm)  Light sweet fragrance. It is hard not 
to think positive when viewing this happy, cheerful iris.  Standards are a 
brilliant canary yellow.  Falls are creamy white with a canary yellow haft and 
band.  There is also a touch of lilac on the shoulders and blushed below 
the beard.  An interesting and beautiful application of color.  Nicely ruffled, 
well-branched show stems are the norm.  Sdlg. TL235C: Colour Bazaar X 
Catwalk Queen. $65.00

Refined 
Elegance

Propensity

Positive
Thinking
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SCANDALOUS INTRIGUE (Thomas Johnson 
’23) TB Early-midseason 36" (91.5cm) Light sweet fra-
grance.  Light lemon standards have dark lemon centers extending to 
deep lemon veining to petal edge.  Falls are a rich dark maroon with 
a slightly lighter area around the beard and then a light cherry rose 
band surrounds the petal.  Nicely ruffled and branched with good clean 
color contrast.  Sdlg. TL111A: Executive Order X Dressed To The Nines.   
 $65.00

SECRET CHORD   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35” (89cm) Light fragrance. The color of Secret Chord 
is hard to describe but here we go.  Standards have a brassy gold base 
then they are washed and dotted mulberry in the center finally forming 
a brass band.  Falls are creamy white with deep violet on either side of, 
(and forming a dart just below), the beard.  There is a deep mulberry red 
fall band with purple violet dots inside the band. All in all it makes for a 
very startling color combo.  Combine all that with wide heavily ruffled form 
and you have a grand garden iris.  We have used Secret Chord heavily in 
our breeding program.  It has proven to be a great parent for form and 
deep patterned plicatas.  Sdlg. TK211ZZ: Be Not Afraid X Castle On The Hill 
pollen parent.    $65.00

Salmon 
Springs

Secret Chord

RUNNING IN CIRCLES  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 36" (96cm)  Sweet fragrance. One of our favorite intros for this 
year and that is saying a lot with its competition and the fact that it is a plicata.  The 
color on this is hard to convey in a picture as the presence it has in the garden.  It is 
simply spectacular in clump with its extremely bright clean color and sharp pattern.  
Standards are icy white with a near solid overlay of blue lilac.  The falls are white 
with a blue haft, center dart below beard, and band. Even the beard is tipped in 
blue.  Gorgeous, wide, and ruffled form make it irresistible.  Running In Circles 
has also been admired by garden visitors.   Recommended! you won’t be sorry!  
Sdlg. TL180G: ((Ink Patterns x pollen parent of Counting Stars) X (pod parent of Say 
It Right x Marry The Night sib))    $65.00

SALMON SPRINGS   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance. Standards are lavender 
with pink veining and infusions in the center. Contrasting medium salmon 
pink style arms are quite noticeable. Falls are white with a deep purple haft 
and band. Nicely ruffled form and well branched show stems add to the 
appeal. Sdlg. TK215YY: Photo Shot sib X Beautician.    $65.00

Running 
In Circles

Scandalous 
Intrigue
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SONG FOR YOU  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
36" (91.5cm) Light fragrance.  Light rose-pink standards are infused a 
deeper lavender pink in the center.  Falls are a rich deep purple with a lighter 
edge.  Beards are orange tipped deep purple.  A color combo that we love! 
Sdlg. TJ308ZZ: Distant Shores sib.    $65.00

SPACE RACE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 35" 
(89cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Light lavender violet standards are banded in 
cream with faint gold veining.  Falls are a rich deep red violet with a light 
lavender edge.  Beards are a nice tangerine.  Space Race is a super strong 
grower and a fast increaser creating full clumps very quickly.  A color pattern 
that shows from clear across the field.  Sdlg. TJ250YY: Dressed To The Nines X 
Sizzlin’ Hot.    $65.00

Space 
Race

SHIVERS  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 37" (94cm) 
Sweet fragrance. Wow, just wow is what I say each time I see this one in flower.  
Nearest attempt yet to a black amoena that we have seen.  Icy blue white stan-
dards have a gilt gold edge and the visible style crests are also etched in gold.  
Falls are about as dark a black purple as there is.  Beards are a burnt orange.  
Shivers is also blessed with beautiful form, ruffles, stems and good bud count.  
Absolutely spectacular.  Check out additional pictures including clump shots of 
it on the website.  Sdlg. TJ303ZZ:  By Starlight sib.  $75.00

SHARP FOCUS  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
36" (91.5cm) Light sweet fragrance. Peach to orange standards are 
infused fuchsia.  Deep fuchsia falls have a bit of a violet wash in the center 
below the tangerine beards.  Large well-formed and ruffled flowers complete 
the package.  A very lovely and showy bicolor.    Sdlg. TJ157B: Strawberry Bliss 
pollen parent X Highly Classified.    $65.00

Song For You

Shivers

Sharp 
Focus
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STORM BURST (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
37" (94cm) Sweet fragrance.  Icy blue white standards have a deep 
lemon base then becoming lemon veining.  Falls are white with a deep 
violet band, haft and center belly stripe.  Lots of buds on tall widely 
branched and re-branched stems.  Sdlg. TM152B: (Locomotion sib x (Blyth 
O211-A: (L94-1: (Ostentatious x G48-5: (Burst x Epicenter)) x L266-1: 
(G48-5 x Zestful Miss)) )x R41-6, Stay Stylish pollen parent sib X High 
Desert.  $65.00

SUAVE AND SOPHISTICATED  (Thomas 
Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-late 36" (91.5cm) Lightly 
scented. Golden yellow standards are shot light violet at the midrib.  
Falls are deep burgundy black with purple tones and a gold edge.  A 
very sharp and clean bicolor coming from two great iris.   Sdlg.  TK3A: 
Barbara Rider X Espionage.  $65.00

Stay In 
Line

Storm 
Burst

Suave 
And 

Sophisticated 

STAGE FRIGHT  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-
late 35" (89cm)  Light fragrance.  Standards have a solid pink base 
which changes to veins over a white ground as it moves towards the gilt gold 
petal edge.  Falls are a rich medium fuchsia with a darker fuchsia wash below 
the tangerine beard.  Nice blocky flowers with good stems and ruffles.  Sdlg. 
TK107B: Apricot Smoothie X Precious Thing pollen parent.     $65.00

STAY IN LINE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-
late 34" (86.5cm) Light fragrance. White standards have a heavy 
peach pink washed center.  Falls are Light orange with violet lines radiat-
ing out from below the beard.  There is a wide orange band at the petal 
edge and within the band in the center is a large concentration of violet 
dots.  Finally, we are starting to combine the dots and speckles pattern 
in a more controlled fashion instead of just random.  It is also exciting to 
get some different colors going in the lined pattern.  Sdlg TM99A: Open 
Heart X Leave Me Breathless.     $65.00

Stage 
Fright
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SUPERHERO KISS   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
30" (76cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Cream standards are widely and pre-
cisely edged in red veining with yellow tints.  Falls are a very deep blue violet 
with a central white sunburst.  Violet lines run through the sunburst from and 
around the beard.  Finally, there is a wide deep lemon line that extends below 
the beard to the dark violet band.  A very large full round and ruffled form adds 
to the drama.  Shorter in stature but with strong stems.   There is a lot going on 
here but guaranteed to not be missed in the garden.  Sdlg. TK90A: parentage 
unknown.  $70.00

TAKE A LOOK   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm)  Sweet fragrance.  Dark ruby red 
standards and edge on black cherry falls.  Smoldering orange 
to near red beards. Large flowers on beautiful ruffled form.  A 
very gorgeous iris.  Sdlg. TM75C: Night Whispers X Own The 
Night.    $65.00

Take A 
Look

SUPER SIZED  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-midseason 
36" (91.5cm) Light fragrance. Pure white Standards.  Falls are icy blue white 
with a sky-blue diffused rim.  Beards are a screaming yellow-orange.  The flowers 
on Super Sized are humungous and extremely wide creating an amazing display!  
Nicely branched show stems and the large looping ruffles make this a knockout 
when in full bloom.  Another beautiful introduction from the great parent Hard To 
Resist. Sdlg. TK77XX: Hard To Resist X What A Feeling.   $65.00

SUCH A SWEETHEART  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance.  Pink standards are 
dotted light purple.  Falls are white with a violet band and dart below 
beard.  The beard is white with orange and violet tips.  The large super 
wide and ruffled flowers are gorgeous.  The combination of the elegant 
form and the of the pastel colors makes you want to hug the flower.  So 
warm and inviting and one we like a lot.  Sdlg. TK215ZZ:  Salmon Springs 
sib.   $65.00

Superhero 
Kiss

Super 
Sized

Such A 
Sweetheart
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THIS IS ME  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason-late 
36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Deep plum standards and band on blue 
lavender falls.  There is also a brown rayed patch on either side of the beard.  
Speaking of the beard, it is humongous!!  The flowers are large and ruffled 
and the beard just draws you in.  A very fun and beautiful iris.  Sdlg. TI155D: 
Sweet Talker sib.   $65.00

TROPICAL TEASE   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 35" (89cm) Sweet fragrance. Cream standards 
with dark pink centers and golden orange edging.  Falls are creamy 
white with deep orange hafts and edge.  The flowers are heavily ruffled 
and ever so slightly laced.  A very pretty iris for later in the season.  Sdlg. 
TK107C: Stage Fright sib.      $65.00

This Is 
Crazy

This Is Me

TENACITY  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 36" (91.5cm)  
Sweet fragrance. Lavender blue standards with a yellowish green veined network 
in the center.  Falls are an intensely deep velvety black purple with a white sun-
burst. A wide deep purple belly stripe runs from the beard to the purple band.  This 
is one spectacular iris.  Great form, buds, branching and growth, and show stalks 
always.  Tenacity has been marked as an introduction since its maiden bloom.  She 
is also proving to be a very good parent.  Sdlg. TL214B:   TI180C: (Locomotion sib x 
(Blyth O211-A: (L94-1: (Ostentatious x G48-5: (Burst x Epicenter)) x L266-1: (G48-5 
x Zestful Miss)) )x R41-6, Stay Stylish pollen parent sib X TH156A:  (Photo Shoot x  
(Blyth O211-A: (L94-1: (Ostentatious x G48-5: (Burst x Epicenter)) x L266-1: (G48-5 x 
Zestful Miss)) )x R41-6, Stay Stylish pollen parent sib).  $65.00

THIS IS CRAZY   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Midseason 
36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Deep lemon-yellow standards with a 
lighter edge.  Falls are a rust to burgundy with a white rayed pattern extend-
ing out from around the beard.  The falls are then banded with a wide lemon 
border and then etched by a thin red line.  This Is Crazy is breathtakingly 
beautiful in clump.  I had to keep going back to admire it every time I was 
anywhere close.  Highly recommended!  Sdlg. TK170B: Dare To Be Different 
and Under Pressure sib.   $65.00

Tenacity

Tropical 
Tease
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UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Late 38" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Standards are pink with a flesh 
pink band and a gold edge.  Falls are a rich plum violet with tangerine 
beards.  This is a late variety.  It is in full flower when pretty much everything 
else has finished.  A very strong grower and increaser and floriferous, cover-
ing itself in bloom.  Sdlg. TK1ZZ: Love You So sib.   $65.00

VIVID SUNSET  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early 
midseason 38" (96.5cm)  Light sweet fragrance. Gold and rose 
blended standards with a gold band.  Falls are a rich burgundy with a 
wide lilac rose band and then a second but narrower gold band.  Large 
well-formed flowers on tall stems.  A very colorful and fun iris.  Sdlg. 
TI61ZZ: What A Circus sib.   $65.00

Vivid Sunset

UNDER THE HARVEST MOON   (Thomas Johnson 
’23) TB Early-midseason-late 36" (91.5cm) Slight sweet 
fragrance. I have a bit of a love for orange amoenas and this one is no excep-
tion!  Standards are cream with orange centers.  Falls are a rich orange with 
deep red-orange beards.  This bloomed for a long time this past spring and 
everytime I was near it I felt obliged to take a picture.  It is extremely bright 
and lovely.  Sdlg.  TK213YY: Latest Fashion sib X Shockaholic $65.00

UNDER PRESSURE  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason 36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Under Pressure is 
another iris that was labeled as an intro from maiden bloom.  It never 
ceases to perform and has good stems and buds as well.  Bright yellow 
standards.  The falls are  a bit complicated.  There is a yellow sunburst 
in the center that is bordered with a diffused wash of red violet.  Then 
the violet transitions to lavender and finally a very light yellow rim with 
a violet wire edge.  Sdlg. TK170C: Dare To Be Different and This Is Crazy 
sib.   $65.00

Until We 
Meet Again

Under 
The 

Harvest 
Moon

Under 
Pressure
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WORD FOR WORD  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 36" (91.5cm) Sweet fragrance.   Mauve pink 
standards, deeper in the center and more pink at the edge.  Falls are a 
deep rich orchid lavender.  Beards are red.  A very strong grower, makes 
a very beautiful clump blooming over a long period.  Another one of 
our favorites.  Sdlg. TK46WW: sib to Stoked and Double Jeopardy.  
 $65.00

WORDS OF WISDOM   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB 
Midseason-late 37" (94cm) Sweet perfume. Old gold standards 
with a light yellow edge.  Falls are a rich deep mauve with a gold band.  
Tall large and stately come to mind with this one.  It is a very fast clumper 
and very floriferous, covering itself in bloom.  A very good iris.  Sdlg. 
TK3YY: Suave and Sophisticated sib.    $65.00

Web Of 
Lies

Word For 
Word

Words Of 
Wisdom

WAR OF WORDS  (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 38” (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance.  Brilliant yellow standards 
with the edges veined in red.  Falls are a rich dark chocolate with yellow rays 
extending out from around the beard.  Gorgeous flowers on exceptionally 
well branched and budded stalks.  A very fast increaser and easy doer.  Sdlg. 
TK90ZZ:  Superhero Kiss sib.    $65.00

WEB OF LIES   (Thomas Johnson ’23) TB Early-
midseason 38" (96.5cm) Sweet fragrance. Standards are 
lavender with gold veining thoughout and a gold edge. Falls are 
white with a lilac and rose dotted band and a blue dart below the 
beard.  This is a very fun patterned plicata.  Web Of Lies is very tall 
and always with show stems.  We also really love the form on this one.  
Sdlg. TK279ZZ: Unknown lost parentage.     $65.00

War Of 
Words
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Zero 
Gravity

ZERO GRAVITY (Thomas Johnson 
’23) TB Midseason 36" (91.5cm) 
Sweet fragrance.  Steely blue standards with 
gold and violet blended centers.  Falls are steely 
blue.  A very ghostly looking iris and one that 
we like a lot.  Beautiful form and stems.  Sdlg. 
TL22C: Sergey X Espionage.      $65.00

PAUL BLACK TALL BEARDED 
INTRODUCTIONS

AMERICA’S TOP MODEL  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 36” (91cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Isn’t she stunning 
as she glides down the runway! Pristine white standards encapsulate 
white styles rimmed pink. Silken, diamond dusted creamy falls wash 
to pale buff edges. Mid pink beards assure her couture is anything but 
common. Hybridizers have worked many years for whites with pink 
instead of orange beards and finally here it is. Well-branched stalks have 
3 branches and 7 buds. Sdlg. AA98A: W77A: (S74OO: (Kiss of Passion x All 
My Dreams) x S53A: (Royal Sterling x Giorgio)) X Y18A: (Multnomah Falls x 
Strawberry Shake)  $65.00

AMBROSIA OF THE GODS  (P. Black ’23) TB 
Midseason-Late 34" (86cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  The 
heady fragrance of these sturdily constructed flowers is a delight to the gods. 
Lightly laced light peach apricot standards repeat in wide light peach bands 
around cream falls. Zingy mid burnt orange beards give an inner warmth. 
Well branched show stalks have 3 branches and 9-10 buds. Robust growth. 
Sdlg. Z106D: Black V159B, Pleasure’s All Mine sib X Time Out  $60.00

America’s 
Top Model

Ambrosia 
Of The Gods
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BOYSENBERRY DRIZZLE  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 34” (86cm) Pronounced musky fragrance.  Take a dip of 
luscious vanilla ice cream and drizzle boysenberry syrup over it and you have 
this scrumptious confection. Dark red purple standards have white centers 
heavily plic marked the same. Styles are plum brown. Fancy plic marked 
cream falls are covered overall with boysenberry sanded veins becoming 
darker and more concentrated toward edges. Later bloom helps prevent late 
frost damage. Superb show stalks have 4 branches plus spur and 2 branch 
spurs producing 11-14 buds. Makes unforgettable clumps filled with bloom. 
Gives lovely seedlings. Sdlg. Z74E, Expanding Universe sib  $60.00

Blackberry Bandit

Boysenberry 
Drizzle  

APPLE OF MY EYE    (P. Black ’23) TB Late-Very 
Late 35” (89cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  Oh YES, I really like 
this one. Be sure to take in the lovely, nuanced colors. Tight classically 
formed flowers have waxen substance and sheen. Lightly laced red 
brown standards blend to wide dark mulberry bands, a very interest-
ing color transition. Narrow crinkle laced black cherry falls are touched 
with white dotting. The white chevron around the multi-layered beard 
is heavily mottled mid black cherry. Three layered beards are white 
to dark purple and tipped old gold. Strong, disease resistant foliage. 
Show branched stalks have 3 branches plus spur and 9- 10 buds. Sdlg. 
AA268A: Ruby Tracery X Black Y54A, Drag Race sib  $60.00

BE YOURSELF  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Late 35” (89cm) 
Pronounced sweet fragrance. Don’t be afraid to strut your stuff and let the 
world know who you are. This one wears its brash, loud and boisterous colors 
as a badge of uniqueness. Light ruby veins and wire rim encircle light gold 
standards. Dark gold style crests have dark brown stripes. White fall centers are 
outrageously veined and sanded dark wine transitioning into wide solid red-
black band with crinkle laced edges dotted white. Show stalks with 3-4 branches 
and 8-10 buds. Shouts for attention!  Sdlg. Z95D, Unimaginable sib  $60.00

BLACKBERRY BANDIT (P. Black ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 32” (81cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  Blackberry 
Bandit is sure to seduce you and never break your heart. Clean, husky growing 
plants produce show stalks with 3 branches plus spur and 8-9 buds. Standards 
and styles are mid-dark red violet. Extended white hafts with dark red violet 
veins form a butterfly wing pattern coalescing into the solid red-black lower 
half with irregular white dotted edges. Two-toned orange to purple beards 
add a charming character. Sdlg. Y10B, Cast A Tall Shadow sib  $60.00

Be Yourself

Apple Of 
My Eye
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EARTH AND SUN   (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Midseason 
29” (74cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  Vibrant sunny dark gold 
standards beam down on toasty mid to dark brown falls blended over a 
mid-gold base. Centers are washed light brown and etched with darker 
brown veins and finished with gilt gold rims. Mid marigold beards add 
warmth. Three branches produce 7 buds. Exciting bright clumps. Sdlg. 
Z89A: Black V143F, Heartfelt sib X Black U53B, Rise Like A Phoenix sib 
 $65.00

COVER OF NIGHT   (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Late 
34” (86cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  This exciting variety is a clan-
destine exploration of what takes place at night. Standards have dark violet 
blue elliptical centers blending to wide dark purple bands underlaid with 
black veins. Halfmoon white fall centers on black falls are veined overall 
purple black.  Mid gold beards glow in the darkness. White dotted rims 
encircle these dark beauties. Three branches have 8-9 buds. This cross 
yielded many superb seedlings to choose from.  Sdlg. AA73J, How Bizarre! 
sib  $60.00

Earth 
And Sun

BRING IN THE CLOWNS  (P. Black ’23) TB Late-
Very Late 34” (86cm) Pronounced musky fragrance.  Exuberantly 
ruffled standards and falls remind one of the exaggerated ruffles of the 
circus clown’s collar. Dark charcoal red brown falls show a bit of light yellow 
plic ground centers. Bright light-mid yellow ground falls have narrow dark 
charcoal red brown plic bands. White chevrons around dark old gold 
beards have brown-black veins and sanding. Superbly branched stalks 
have 3 branches plus spur and 9-10 buds. If ruffles are your thing then this 
clown should be in your garden. Sdlg. Z100V, Felix the Cat sib   $65.00

Bring In
The Clowns

Cover Of 
Night

Break The 
Rules

BREAK THE RULES   (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Midseason 
34” (86cm) Pronounced musky fragrance.  Marrying an IB and TB, both 
having exceptional branching and buds, created this wildly floriferous smaller 
flowered garden standout. Standards of white blossoms are widely plic 
marked violet blue with similar narrower band around falls. Mid gold beards 
are a subtle accent. Show stalks have 4 branches and rebranch creating 12-15 
buds. It creates an unmistakable garden presence. Sdlg. BB169B: Silver Ice X 
Cat Tales  $60.00
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I LIKE LACE  (P. Black ’23) TB Late-Very Late 
30” (76cm) Slight musky fragrance.  Prickly lace on lighter 
colored irises kicks their appeal up another notch. Heavily laced 
light violet standards dance above palest violet falls toned slightly 
darker toward their margins. Deeply sculpted texture veins add 
a three-dimensional quality. Light yellow beards are the perfect 
accessory. Two branches and 7 buds. Sdlg. AA270A: Soul Mate X 
Super Model  $65.00

How Bizarre!

I Like Lace

EVERY DAY’S A HOLIDAY    (P. Black ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 33” (84cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  Such joyful 
colors say come on and celebrate when it is in bloom. Tightly constructed 
blooms have pale blue-white standards flushed light lilac up midribs. Silky 
mid-dark lilac falls are delicately edged crystalline blue. Fiery red-orange 
beards give a lively lift to this celebration. Two branches carry 7 buds. Sdlg. 
AA130A: Black X89C, Paisley Print sib X Chocolates And Silk  $65.00

FEAST FOR THE EYES  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 31” (79cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. What a medley 
of colors and pattern creating a Feast for the Eyes. This easy growing luminata 
has vibrant rosy lilac standards blended to light buttery tan ruffled bands. 
Velvety black-purple falls are narrowly banded light buttery tan. White lumi-
nata patches sit beside light yellow beards. Purple based foliage and disease 
resistant foliage are a big plus. Vigorous growth produces show stalks with 3 
branches and 7-8 buds. A big show-off even from a good distance away. Sdlg. 
Z2B: Affair to Remember X Black V126C, All Too Exciting sib  $65.00

HOW BIZARRE!   (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Very 
Late 36” (91cm) Slight musky fragrance. My ‘Action Packed’ has given 
rise to many other excitingly patterned standards and falls like How Bizarre!. 
Pale chalky grayed violet elliptical standards centers give way to wide mid 
tan-gold bands heavily veined and rimmed mid red brown. Velvety purple 
black falls have white centers heavily veined and sanded dark purple. Old 
gold beards echo standards color. An easy late show winner with 3 branches 
and 7 buds. Strong growth and clean disease resistant foliage. Sdlg. AA73A: 
Laser Light Show X Black X141E: (Black U53D, Rise Like A Phoenix sib x Black 
U38B, Jungle Mist sib)  $65.00

Feast For 
The Eyes

Every 
Day’s A 
Holiday
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MAKE ME WANNA SHOUT  (P. Black ’23) TB 
Early-Midseason 29” (74cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  Oh 
yes, that big billowy ruffled form is something to shout about. Mid red 
violet standards have ruffled light buff bands and subtle gray-white veins 
shot outward from their centers. Styles are light buff. Mid dark red violet 
blended falls have muted fine gray-white lines overall, narrow gray-white 
bands and white luminata patch. Beards progress from mid marigold 
ending in white. Blue-green foliage has limited purple base. Mid slate 
purple stalks have 3 branches plus spur and 8-10 buds. Lovely clumps. 
Sdlg. Z2C, Feast For The Eyes sib  $65.00

MAGNUM GOLD   (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Late 34” 
(86cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance.  The name says it all, huge flowers and 
plenty of them. Heavily ruffled mid-dark yellow-gold flowers with vibrant mari-
gold beards are a bold statement in the garden. You can’t miss it. Strong growth 
produces show stalks with 3 branches and 8 buds. Sdlg. AA58A: Winter’s Smile 
X Marrying Kind  $60.00

Make Me 
Wanna Shout

LIGHT THE NIGHT   (P. Black ’23) TB Late-Very 
Late 35” (89cm) Slight spicy fragrance.  Beaming out of the night 
is a bright flash of light. Sparse white lines creep up the midribs of dark 
red-purple standards. Velvety red-black falls are accented with short white 
rays alongside beards and longer dart at the end of white beards overlaid 
tan gold. Three branches provide 8-9 buds. Possible parent for rebloom via 
‘Part Two’. Beautiful garden presence. Sdlg. AA78J: Part Two X Starry Starry 
Night  $65.00

Light The Night
Magnum 

Gold

Indecisive INDECISIVE  (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Late 29” (74cm) 
Pronounced sweet fragrance. Flowers on variegated foliage TBs have been notori-
ously poorly formed. Indecisive remedies that with a very modern flower that can 
compete with any TB on the market. The bonus is the wonderfully variegated foliage 
that is blue-green and creamy white that is more disease resistant and less likely for 
the white to burn in intense sun. Falls of white flowers have hafts rouged pale yellow 
and veined light red-brown to plum. Lower half is heavily sanded/mottled mid violet 
then banded white. White beards are overlaid light tangerine. There are 2 branches 
and only 5 buds. A must have for those working with variegated foliage. Sdlg. X39E, 
Pie In The Sky sib $65.00
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MEGA RUFFLES   (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Midseason 30” 
(76cm) Slight spicy fragrance.  If ruffles are your delight, then you’ll be on max 
overload with this exuberantly ruffled beauty. Light rosy peach standards blend to 
wide buttery yellow bands. Velvety dark red-grape falls have darker veins and lines 
overall and are encased in precise, closely packed light rose-pink bands. Tan-gold 
beards echo the standards color. With so many ruffles, these larger flowers open 
easily and completely. There are two branches and only 5 buds. Buds open one at 
a time so each can be fully appreciated and not shorten the bloom time. Fat super 
ruffled buds are quite fun. Sdlg. AA145A: Autumn Jewel X My Passion  $65.00

NEW FALLEN SNOW  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-
Midseason 39” (99cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  This ruffled 
creation is as flawless as ‘New Fallen Snow’. Big full blousy white 
blooms standards have a slight violet tint. Big white beards over-
laid vibrant orange give it distinction. Tall statuesque show stalks 
have 3 branches plus spur and 10-11 buds. Strong vigorous growth. 
Seedlings in this cross had overall superb quality and a wide range of 
colors. Should be a great parent. Sdlg. Y93C: Nostalgic Memory X Black 
U1U, Luxuriant sib  $60.00

Modern 
Majesty

New Fallen 
Snow

MISPLACED DOTS  (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Very 
Late 42” (107cm) Slight spicy fragrance.  Other crosses using ‘Starry 
Starry Night’ have yielded more startling broken color plicatas. Plic markings 
on ‘Misplaced Dots’ are quite variable but the overall look is a traditional 
violet blue plicata. In breeding it has both the possibility of rebloom and 
broken color plics. Mid violet blue standards have slightly darker edge stitch-
ing and white plic centers. Styles are dark violet blue. Narrow mid violet blue 
plic bands encircle white falls with centers heavily and randomly dotted mid 
violet blue. Super tall stalks have 3-4 branches plus spur and 9-11 buds. 
Moderately sized blooms and stalks that flex help keep stalks upright in the 
wind. Sdlg. AA78A, Light The Night sib  $65.00

MODERN MAJESTY  (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Very 
Late 30” (76cm) Pronounced spicy fragrance.  No dowdy queen here. 
Her Modern Majesty is decked out in the latest fashion but still with classic 
tight form. Mid-dark purple centers blend lighter to wide mid mauve bands. 
Falls are light pinkish mauve with darker texture veins and darker rose mauve 
hafts veined white. Fat orange beards make a lively statement. Two branches 
and spur produce 7 buds. Sdlg. Z53B: Make My Heart Sing X Princess Grace
 $60.00

Misplaced 
Dots

Mega Ruffles
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PRINCESS PRETTY PINK (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-
Late 34” (86.5cm) Slight musky fragrance. This later blooming pink 
ground plicata avoids the winter damage that plagued so many earlier ones 
of this type. Ruffled standards are mid pink blending to mid apricot edges. 
Mid coral styles echo these warmer colors. Light pink falls have white luminata 
type patches lined mid plum. Narrow ruffled red-plum plicata bands encircle 
the expansive falls. Coral beards are the perfect accessory. Vigorous growth 
creates sumptuous clumps filled with show stalks having 3 branches and 8-10 
buds. Sdlg. BB149G: Black Y135A: (All Too Exciting x Fancy Ideas) X Z100G, 
Background Noise sib  $70.00

PURE PURPLE  (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Late 36” 
(91cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  The name says it all – it’s purple. 
Mid purple standards and styles color repeats in a narrow band around dark 
purple falls. Black to indigo-black beards are lost in the darkness of the falls. 
Strong growth and  disease resistant foliage produce quality show stalks with 
3 branches plus spur and 8-9 buds.  Sdlg. Z112A: Black V159J, Pleasure’s All 
Mine X Black Hole  $60.00

PRACTICAL JOKE  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Late 31” 
(79cm) Pronounced musky fragrance.  There seems to be no end to the 
variability of the ‘Action Packed’ type veined standards and falls. Standards 
have chalky light red-brown centers washed to mid red-brown and darker 
to cream band stitched and sanded light red-brown. Falls have narrow 
white patches sandwiched between light yellow hafts and mustard beards 
and decorated with dark red-brown veins and mottling. The cream ground 
of the lower fall disappears in a heavy overlay of red-black veins. Light 
yellow dotted rims and stitched reverse encircle them. Three well-spaced 
branches and spur have 7-8 buds. Unopened buds have unique pattern-
ing. Sdlg. Z95E, Unimaginable sib  $60.00

Practical Joke

Pure 
Purple

Oh So 
Different

OH SO DIFFERENT   (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Late 30” 
(76cm) No fragrance.  It takes center stage with one of the most dramatically 
unique flowers. Standards and falls are both a study in color and pattern. Light 
buffy tan blended standards are widely banded with fine dark plum filagree. Old 
gold style crests striped dark brown emerge from between them. White falls are 
a puzzle of purple black veins and sanding overall becoming darker and more 
closely spaced toward edges. White stitching on reverses adds more distinction. 
Mid marigold beards help focus the eye. Of course, this has been a favorite 
since it first bloomed. Three branches have 8-9 buds. Easy and fast growth. Sdlg. 
AA73L, How Bizarre! sib  $65.00

Princess 
Pretty Pink
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RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS   (P. Black ’23) TB 
Late-Very Late 35” (89cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  Sparkling pris-
tine white flowers have standards decorated with wide vibrant mid violet 
plicata bands and sparse sanded veins over their centers. Amount of center 
markings varies considerably from sparse to overall. Contrasting dark plum 
style crests peek out over white falls with narrow mid purple plic bands. 
Dark wine sanded darts cover the hafts then give way to closely spaced light 
yellow veins. Light marigold to white beards are the perfect complement. 
Clumps provide a light and bright spot in your garden. Two branches and 
spur have 5 buds. Sdlg. Z64E: All Too Exciting X Black W143F, Wild Streak 
sib  $65.00

SORT OF GREEN (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Very 
Late 33” (84cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance.  Greenish irises are a fine 
dance of blue/purple and yellow pigments. Sometimes we’re lucky enough 
to get things that look yellowish olive that we can imagine are green. Most of 
the time the seedlings just end up being shades of mud. Lovely show stalks 
have 3 branches plus spur and 8-9 of these yellowish olive novelties. Sdlg. 
Z128A: involved parentage  $60.00

She’s Beautiful

Sort Of 
Green

SATAN’S TANGO  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Late 32” 
(81cm) No fragrance.  This bold devil is all about motion and inten-
sity. Let the dance begin. Highly ruffled vivid mid yellow standards swirl 
around same-colored styles with crests streaked rust. Edges of velvety red-
black falls are trimmed mid red and yellow. White veins thrust over the 
hafts in a moustache pattern. Clumps are ooh la la hot! Moderate sized 
flowers are born in great abundance on show stalks with 3 branches and 
8-9 buds. Clean foliage and easy growth make this a top pick garden 
variety. Sdlg. Z95K, Unimaginable sib $65.00

SHE’S BEAUTIFUL   (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Late 
36” (91cm) Slight sweet fragrance. Another project breeders have 
pursued for many years is putting a pink beard on a blue or purple iris. It 
seems loads of baby steps still haven’t gotten us there. These icy blue-white 
blooms have coral pink beards. I probably don’t have enough years left to 
make it to the goal on this one. I’ll have to be content with it in my dreams.  
Sdlg. Z136A: Black W152A: (Black T80A: Fantasy In Pink x Black Q6A: (Dearie 
x Drifting Bubbles)) X Fire And Ice  $60.00

Satan’s 
Tango

Random Acts 
Of Kindness
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THUNDER SNOW  (P. Black ’23) TB Early-Midseason 
32” (81cm) Pronounced sweet fragrance. The quest goes on for a white 
with blue beard. Each year the hope is that it will be there in the new 
crop of seedlings. Alas, it hasn’t been. There are beautiful creations that 
do happen. This beautifully formed milk-glass white has pale violet blue 
beards. Vigorous growth provides 2 branches and 7 buds. Sdlg. AA139A: 
involved parentage  $60.00

UNIMAGINABLE  (P. Black ’23) TB Early- 
Midseason 35” (89cm) Slight musky fragrance.  It is difficult to 
say which of the newer veined standards and falls creations I like best. 
Each is distinctive and has its own appeal.  Unimaginable is certainly 
toward the top of the list. Standards are pale lilac with one inch band of 
dark plum and solid rim. Circular white upper half of falls is covered with 
black veins progressing to solid black lower half with white dotted laced 
rims. It is an amazing look. Three branches produce 7-8 buds. Lots of 
plicata in the background. Sdlg. Z95G: Black V145A: (Etcetera x Spiced 
Lemon) X Laser Light Show   $65.00

SUNSHINE BOUQUET   (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-
Late 35” (89cm) Strong sweet fragrance.  There is nothing that shines 
in a garden like yellow. This clean as a whistle bright clear yellow glaciata 
has even more carrying power because of the white patch below yellow 
beards. If you’re keen to hybridize luminatas, pair this one up with a quality 
luminata and you should get plenty. Taller and better vigor than many gla-
ciatas. Three branches provide 8 buds.  Sdlg. Z61A: All Too Exciting X Black 
V18A: (Rodeo Girl x Black S114MM, Dare Me sib)  $65.00 Sunshine 

Bouquet

Unimaginable

Sparkle 
And Shine

SPARKLE AND SHINE  (P. Black ’23) TB Midseason-Late 
31” (79cm) Slight sweet fragrance.  What an impressive clump this one 
makes in the garden. Stark white standards dance above strongly flared warmer 
white falls that become wide mottled and washed mid violet bands. Fiery orange 
beards demand you come in for a closer look. The bloom keeps on going and 
going with 4 branches and 10-11 buds.  Sdlg. AA63A: Color Wheel X Black 
Y126 caramel sib: (You Belong To Me x Black Y61B, Creature Of The Night sib)  
 $65.00

Thunder 
Snow
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ABSOLUTE TRUTH (Blyth 18) F  Gorgeous form on 
this lemon and white ruffled beauty.  Classy!! $13.00

ACES WILD (T.Johnson 19) Deep purple and cream 
plicata with 8 to 10 buds on nice show stems.  $15.00

ACTION FLICK (Miller 20) Standards butter yellow 
with wine red veined edge; Falls deep red purple with short white 
rays around tangerine bds.  Stems! Very flashy!   $19.00 

ADRENALINE JUNKIE  (Black 22) Peach pink S.  
Falls are a bit more orange with violet veined lines extending from 
red beard to petal edge.  Showy with great stems.  $38.00

ADRIATIC NOBLE (Keppel 17) Heavily ruffled and 
nicely formed concord purple with slightly darker falls. $10.00

ADRIATIC WAVES (Keppel 09) Mid violet blue 
standards. Satiny dark marine blue falls. Heavily ruffled. $10.00

ADRIFT AT SEA (Black 20) Heavily ruffled light 
blue with lighter edge and mid gold bds.  Classic form with three 
branches and good bud count.  $19.00

AIME BAY (Boivin 15)  F   S light yellow; F dark pink 
violet blending to a light yellow edge.  Strong and imposing!!  
From my friend Stephane Boivin in France. $10.00

ALIENS OF THE GALAXY (Black 19) White 
standards infused yellow; Red purple falls w/ yellow sunburst.  
Stalks! Color!  $15.00

ALL GROWN UP  (Black 21) Chalky grey lavender 
standards with violet centers; Falls violet blue.  Nice stems, form 
and growth.  $24.00

ALL IN VEIN  (T.Johnson 21) Light grape standards 
with deep purple veins throughout; falls deep purple with white 
lines around and below orange beard. Wow!   $26.00

ALL RISE  (Miller 21) Pink standards; Falls violet with 
pink edge.  Large violet  pompom flounces radiate out of tangerine 
beards. $24.00

ALL THE RAGE (T.Johnson 19) S eggshell with gold 
band; F deep violet w/ white rayed sunburst.  Showy! $16.00

ALL TOO EXCITING (Black 18) Lovely light lemon 
yellow ground plicata with near solid deep purple S and F band.  
Excellent stalks with 11 buds.  Late. $12.00

ALMOST TASTE IT (T.Johnson 20) Med. lavender 
standards, lighter at the edge; falls white with a flesh pink band.  
Red beards.  Showy!!  $20.00 

ANGELIC MORN (T.Johnson 21) White S with 
gold halo; F white with yellow hafts and medium lavender band.  
Colorful and bright!!     $26.00
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APRICOT SMOOTHIE (T.Johnson 18) Light 
peach S, center flushed deeper; F deep Apricot pink w/ wide lt. 
peach band.  Great stems & color!!. $12.00

ARABIAN TREASURE (T.Johnson 19) Buff 
pink standards infused violet; falls deep violet with lighter edge.  
Strong bloomer makes a pretty show!  $15.00

ARCTIC CHILL (Keppel 20) Big blocky icy blue white 
with blue beards. $19.00

ART CRITIC  (Black 20) White standards heavily infused 
and overlaid lemon; falls white with wide butterscotch plicata hafts 
and band.  Med orange beards.  Strong stalks with up to 14 buds!  
Unique and beautiful!   $20.00

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT  (T.Johnson 21) 
Honey gold S with reddish violet dotted centers; F white with wide 
mulberry band.  Wonderful show stems.   $26.00

AUTUMN JEWEL (Black 20) R  Mid peach pink S 
infused light cherry; F Dark red grape with lighter band. Very wide 
and ruffled show stems and rebloom!!   $19.00

AUTUMN TEASE (T.Johnson 19) Bright yellow S; 
Falls have a large cinnamon brown spot with a white band and 
then a gold band.  Very unique and popular!  $15.00

AWESOME WONDER (T.Johnson 20) Dusty blue 
S with deeper blue centers.  Falls salmon orange with tangerine to 
red beards.  Show stems! Color! Unique!   $20.00

BACKGROUND NOISE   (Black 22) Gold standards 
and haft on white ground falls.  Falls are then bordered with dark 
burgundy.   $37.00

BALLROOM BELLE (T.Johnson 20) Peach 
pink standards; falls peach pink with rosy pink veins and wash 
transitioning to a peach band.  Very wide ruffled and laced.  
Popular and different!!   $21.00

BALTIC SEA (T.Johnson 08) Extremely ruffled clear 
mid marine blue. Strong growth. Show stalks. $11.00

BARBARA RIDER (T.Johnson 15) Yellow standards 
and hafts on lavender blue falls with brassy gold bands. $10.00 

BASHFUL LOOK  (T.Johnson 21) Medium lavender 
pink standards; Falls a few shades darker with lighter edge and 
frosted lavender blue bds.   $26.00 

BASHFUL PRINCESS (Black 13) White S blushed 
pink. Cream to dusky rose blended falls. Luscious. $10.00

BE NOT AFRAID (T.Johnson 22) Eggshell standards, 
white falls with deep grape band and haft.  Burnt orange beards.  
Floriferous! Show stems!  $36.00 Bashful Bashful 
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BEACHY QUEEN  (T.Johnson 21) Deep toasted 
watermelon standards; F creamy pink with lighter edge & toasted 
watermelon wash around bd.   $26.00 

BEAUTICIAN (T.Johnson 19) Pink standards over 
white ground falls bordered with a lavender stitched plicata band.  
Very nice and a good parent. $15.00

BEAUTIFUL MOMENT (T.Johnson 20) Coral 
pink standards, haft and edge on white falls.  Gorgeous show stems 
on vigorous plants.  Classy!!   $18.00

BEAUTY CONTEST (Black 13) Strong pink standards 
and narrow band on purple falls. Fantastic unique color. $10.00

BEAUTY OPTION F (Blyth 20) Standards cream 
flushed apricot; falls cream. A super show iris.  Very wide and ruffled 
with up to 14 buds!   $19.00

BEGUILER (Keppel 21) Light pink standards; Falls a deep 
inky blue purple with lighter edge; rusty red beards.   $25.00

BELLE FILLE (M.Smith 15) Frilly violet and dark purple 
bitone with white luminata patch and petal edges. $10.00

BERSERK (T.Johnson 14)  R   Big blousy white with 
most of fall heavily veined and washed dark purple. Fun pattern. 
Reblooms $10.00

BESPOKE (Black 21) Standards near solid purple plicata 
over white ground; Falls white with violet stitched edge and 
tangerine beards.   $24.00

BIG FLIRT  (T.Johnson 21) Flesh pink with pink flush 
in S; F grape purple with narrow, light lavender band. $26.00 

BILLOWING ROBES  F (Blyth 19) Lavender-lilac S; 
F rich violet with lavender edge and burnt tangerine beard.  Ruffled 
and lightly laced.  Show Stems! $15.00

BLACK HOLE (Black 19) Deep sultry purple black 
bitone with lots of ruffles and strong healthy growth.  Show stalks! 
Nice!  $15.00

BLACK IS BLACK (Schreiner 10) Nicely ruffled pure 
black. Falls have satiny sheen. Super branching & buds. $10.00

BLACK LIPSTICK (Keppel 16) Silky smooth deep 
purple black including beards. From plicata breeding.  $10.00

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS (Black 12) Mid blue 
S. Blue white falls. Tangerine beards. Elegant show stalks. $10.00

BLUSHING DOLL (T.Johnson 19) Pink and lavender 
blended standards; Falls and hafts more pink.  Frosted blue beards.  
Pretty! $15.00
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BLUSHING LOVE  (T.Johnson 21) White standards 
infused pink in center; falls clear pink with white flash below coral 
pink beard.   $26.00 

BOLD CHANCE   F (Blyth 22) Standards yellow.  Falls 
are a blended rust brown and gold with yellow hafts and a violet 
flash below the beard.     $36.00 

BOMBSHELL (T.Johnson 21) Peach standards; falls 
peach with a deep magenta wash.  Peach center stripe below bd. 
and peach fall rim.  Showy!!   $26.00 

BOOGIE WOOGIE BUGLE BOY  (Black 22) 
Gold standards and haft on white ground falls.  Falls are then 
bordered with dark burgundy.   $40.00

BORN THIS WAY (T.Johnson 15) Big and ruffled. 
Light pink S. Fuchsia rose falls widely banded near white. $10.00

BOX OF CHOCOLATES F  (Blyth 22) Yellow 
ground standards dotted medium chocolate.   Falls are a deep 
chocolate with yellow veins in the center.   $38.00 

BRAINTEASER (T.Johnson 18) Med rosy pink with 
central F wash of deep rosy orchid. Showy and different.  $12.00

BRASS LAMP (Keppel 18) Brass gold S flushed rosy 
mauve; F golden yellow.  Show Stalks!  $12.00

BREAK IN (Black 19) Complex broken color with White 
S splashed with violet; F apricot sanded and splashed red violet.  
Nicely formed flowers on show stems. $15.00

BREAK MY HEART (T.Johnson 21) Cream 
standards with lemon center and edge; falls deep rich burgundy 
with lavender band and gold edge.  $25.00 

BREAKING FREE (Black 20) Blue white S randomly 
streaked mid lilac; Falls are a complex blend of lines and broken 
color with a white band.  No two flowers are alike.  Very cool looking 
and a strong grower with show stems. $20.00

BRIGHT AND SHINING STAR (Black 20) White 
standards; falls white with narrowly stitched mid purple band.  
Incredible ruffles!  Very nice and showy iris with growth stems and 
buds!!   $20.00

BUBBLY BEAUTY (Black 20) Standards are mid pink; 
F lighter with overall mid pink wash and deeper texture veins; fluffy 
coral bds.  Well branched and budded! Luscious!     $20.00

BUCKSKIN RUFFLES (Black 19) Heavily ruffled old 
gold blended with dusky rose in the falls.  Very nice form & growth.  
Show stems! $15.00

BURGUNDY RULES  (Blyth 21)  F   Light violet 
standards; falls rich burgundy black with violet brown beards.  
Makes quite a show!  Show stems!  $25.00 
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BUTTERSCOTCH BLISS (Black 20) Mid yellow 
standards; med butterscotch F with tangerine bds.  Fragrant! Stems 
and buds!  Easy grower and striking garden iris.  $19.00

CANDY CORN TREATS (Miller 20) Orange 
standards infused rose pink; Falls medium orange with long 
orange horns with yellow tips that remind us of candy corn.  Very 
cool and consistent.   $19.00 

CANDY DUST (T.Johnson 20) Med. Flesh pink S; F 
very light mauve pink w/pink edge.  Showy frosted lavender tipped 
tangerine beards.  Show stems with ten buds!!  Nice!!   $19.00

CAPTURE A LITTLE SUN  (Black 22) Standards 
have a white ground in center with a wide deep purple band.  Falls 
are rich yellow with a deep purple haft and band.  Nice!  $38.00

CARIBBEAN QUEEN (T.Johnson 18) Icy blue 
white standards; falls light blue with deeper blue towards the 
edges.  Extremely ruffled!!  $12.00

CASH AND CARRY (T.Johnson 22) White 
standards with lemon centers.  Falls white with a deep lavender 
blue band and yellow hafts. $36.00

CAST A TALL SHADOW  (Black 22) Light purple 
standards.  Dark purple falls with a central white rayed pattern and 
a slight white stitched edge.    $36.00

CASTING CALL (T.Johnson 22) White standards. 
Orchid-lavender falls with red beards.  Beautiful form and ruffles.  
A favorite!   $38.00

CASTLE ON THE HILL (T.Johnson 22) White 
standards with contrasting deep gold style arms peeking through.  
Falls pristine white with a narrow deep purple edge.  Incredible 
stems with up to 17 buds!   $36.00

CAT TALES (Black 18) Near purple black with yellow 
ground veining showing through in the fall center.  Show stems!
 $10.00 

CATCH MY BREATH (T.Johnson 15) Heavily 
ruffled & laced. Toasted watermelon S infused darker up midribs. 
Palest pink falls blended darker to margins. Beautiful. $12.00

CATCH THE FEVER (Keppel 18) Blended burgundy 
red standards; Falls blended burgundy orange Color!  $12.00

CATERPILLAR BLUES  (Black 22) Medium sky 
blue Ss over icy white F with deep frosted blue beards.  $38.00

CERTAIN RICHES  F (Blyth 22) Medium burgundy 
self with lavender tipped white beards.  $36.00 

CHAMBER OF SECRETS  (T.Johnson 22) 
Medium purple standards with red violet centers.  Medium purple 
falls with deeper wash and lighter edge.    $38.00
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CHAMPAGNE DREAM (T.Johnson 19) Light pink 
S deepening at heart; F med mauve with deeper texture veins and 
pink edge.  Nice stems! $15.00

CHEROKEE BLAZE (J.Painter 13) Ruffled brick red 
with darker fall shoulders and violet blaze. Gold beards. $10.00

CHERRIES AND CREAM (Blyth 16) F  S cream 
with yellow centers; F plush burgundy with narrow edge of light 
violet.  Wide and ruffled.  Very showy and bright!!   $20.00 

CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black 09) Dark indigo showing 
confined white plicata ground in S and fall centers. $10.00

CLASSIC WOMAN (Miller 22) Clean and smooth 
baby ribbon pink with small white area below pink beard.  Form 
stem and buds!   $38.00 

CLOUD GATE (Black 18) White ground w/ light plum 
banded S; darker plum edge on F.  Impressive clumps w/ stalks 
carrying up to 14 buds!!   $10.00

COAT OF MANY COLORS  (T.Johnson 21) 
Light peach S with deeper apricot centers and edge; F a blend of 
blue and violet wash to the ruffled light rose pink band.   $26.00 

COLLUSION (Keppel 20) Medium blue standards with 
darker centers; falls light yellow, deep yellow hafts and cream wash 
below beards.    $19.00

COLOR CAPERS  (Keppel 20) A dark top; deep violet 
S with apricot edges; F apricot, a bit lighter in center with orange 
beards.  Very pretty and bright!   $19.00

COLOR WHEEL (Black 17) Blushed peach pink S.  
Falls have peach pink centers with red grape band and then light 
peach pink edge.  A favorite of garden visitors.   Lovely!!    $12.00

COLORICIOUS (Black 20) Mid yellow standards; 
falls white with deep yellow hafts and violet streaked and washed 
pattern inside blended violet and gold band.  Very ruffled and 
showy with nice stems!  Very nice!      $20.00

COME TO LIFE  (T.Johnson 20) Cream infused peach 
standards; falls rich cantaloupe to peach blend.  Heavy bloom 
makes a very showy clump early in the season.   $20.00

CONFECTION PERFECTION (Black 20) Pinkish 
white S are lined lt pink; F white with pale pink hafts and plicata 
band.  Gorgeous strong stems with up to 14 buds.   $19.00 

CONNIPTION FIT (T.Johnson 20) Light salmon 
pink with a wide deep purple fall band; tangerine bds.  A very 
bright and easy grower with nice stems. $20.00

CORALINA (T.Johnson 14) Frothy, heavily ruffled and 
laced mid peach blend, paler fall centers. Show stalks. $10.00
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COUNTESS (Black 18) Pink S; Plush deep purple F with 
lavender pink band.  Show stalks!  Beautiful clumps! $12.00 

COUNTING STARS (T.Johnson 20) Light Lavender 
plicata S; F white with wide deep violet blue dotted plicata band.  
Showy orange bds.  Very nice and incredible in clump!   $20.00

CRANBERRY SPRITZER (T.Johnson 22) A 
medium dusky cranberry self with red orange bds.  Unusual color 
with great stems.  $38.00

CRASHING WHITECAPS (Black 20) Cool white S 
and hafts across mid violet blue F with orange bds.  Beautiful clean 
growth filled with show stems with buds galore!  $19.00 

CREATURE OF THE NIGHT (Black 18) A very 
different dark mysterious color combination.  Unique!! $12.00 

CROCODILE SMILE   (Black 22) White ground S are 
washed pale mustard.  Wide ruffled white ground falls are banded 
and dotted olive.  Very different and pretty. $38.00

CROSS YOUR HEART  (Black 21) Light salmon 
with a slightly darker salmon haft and edge on Falls.  Wide blocky 
form. $25.00

CURVE BALL (T.Johnson 18) Yellow standards; falls 
have a white ground w/ a lemon overlay transitioning to a dark 
violet band.  Very large orange beards.   $10.00

DAFFY DUCK (Black 16) Small flowers in profusion on 
this purple & black bitone w/ shocking orange red beard.  $10.00

DANCE OFF  (T.Johnson 21) Beige standards with 
violet center flush; falls deep rich lavender blue becoming lighter 
at the edge. $24.00 

DANCE TIL DAWN (T.Johnson 11) Heavily ruffled 
golden yellow. Superb quality including show stalks. $10.00

DANCING ON MY OWN  (T.Johnson 20) Med 
yellow standards; falls light lavender with deeper lavender wash 
below bd and light lemon-yellow edge.  Buds! Stems!   $18.00

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT (T.Johnson 22) 
Medium lemon-yellow S.  Falls have a white base with a deep violet 
washed overlay below the beads.  A fun colored iris. $38.00

DARING DECEPTION (T.Johnson 12) White S 
and wide band on plush dark purple falls. COLOR! $10.00

DARK HOUR  (T.Johnson 22) Solid purple-violet with 
matching beards.   Beautiful form and stems $36.00

DARK UNIVERSE (Keppel 19) Velvety grape black 
bitone with white edges and central patch around lemon beard.  A 
beautiful ruffled luminata!  $16.00 
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DARKTONIAN (Blyth 19) F   Purple and black bitone 
with great branching and buds.  From plicata breeding. $15.00

DEEP IN LOVE  (T.Johnson 22) ) Standards are blue-
white with rose pink centers.  Falls are deep rose pink with a lighter 
area below the red beards.  Very pretty with nice stems. $36.00

DEEPER MEANING (T.Johnson 17) Peach buff S; F 
deep purple black with lavender rim.  Super grower and gorgeous 
garden show!! $10.00

DELECTATION (Boivin 15)  F  S light salmon; falls 
white blending to a light salmon band.  Very pretty!  From France!  
From my friend Stephane Boivin in France. $10.00

DESTINY’S KISS  (Blyth 21)  F   Cream standards with 
pink flush in center; Falls smooth, soft rose pink with lighter edge. 
Very showy and popular!   $26.00 

DIAMOND HEART (T.Johnson 21) Brilliant gold 
standards; falls lavender purple with yellow wash on either side of 
tang beard. Brown band encircles the falls. $26.00 

DIARY  (Black 22) Clear dark yellow standards.  White falls 
with dark yellow hafts and bright orange beards.  Super growth  
and stems.   $36.00

DIGNIFIED (T.Johnson 17) Peach apricot with rosy 
orchid fall band.  Bright orange beards.  Showy!! $10.00

DISCO LIGHTS (T.Johnson 18) Bright lemon with 
falls overlaid & washed lavender blue becoming a solid brownish 
violet band.  Unique!! $11.00

DO THE FANDANGO (T.Johnson 21) Deep grape 
standards; falls deep grape with white lines and a wide lighter 
grape band.  Different and pretty!   $25.00 

DON’T STOP BELIEVING (T.Johnson 13) Mid 
pink standards, shaded edge and hafts on milk glass white falls. 
Unusual 1/2 tangerine and 1/2 violet beards. $10.00

DON’T YOU DARE (T.Johnson 22) Yellow 
standards.  Falls have deep yellow hafts with a lighter yellow fall 
wash at edge.  A deep purple violet wash below the beards add a 
bit of drama.  $38.00

DOT DASH DOT (Black 21)  White ground standards 
w/ deep purple band & center line; F white w/ purple edge.  Deep 
purple style & blue bds.  Very classy!   $24.00

DOUBLE JEOPARDY (T.Johnson 22) Salmon pink 
standards and deep rosy orchid falls with red beards.  Beautiful and 
makes gorgeous clumps.   $38.00

DOWN IN MEXICO (T.Johnson 18) Golden yellow 
S and band on rusty red F.  Mustard beards.  Showy!! $12.00
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DRAG RACE (Black 20) S white ground with wide near 
complete lilac overlay; F white w/ violet plic band and then another 
band of honey gold.  Three branches on nice stems.  $18.00 

DREAM ABOUT YOU (T.Johnson 18) Mustard 
yellow standards and hafts on rich blue to violet falls.  Stalks!! 
Gorgeous and recommended!!! $12.00

DRESSED TO THE NINES (T.Johnson 19) 
Yellow S; red violet falls with lavender fall band that blends to a 
yellow wire rim.  Fantastic form and good stems.  Is proving to be 
an excellent parent! $15.00 

DROP OF BURGUNDY  F (Blyth 22) A rich deep 
burgundy-plum w/ darker falls. Beautiful form & color. $36.00 

EASY ON THE EYES (T.Johnson 19) Blended 
lavender and violet S with peach tips; F are lavender with orange 
hafts and rim.  Very ruffled.  Gorgeous!  $16.00

EDGE OF HAPPINESS (Blyth 19) F   Cream to 
lemon standards; falls magenta with lighter edge.  Nicely ruffled 
flowers on good stems. $15.00 

EDWARDIAN ERA  (Keppel 18) Lilac pink w/ lighter 
central fall wash.  Lightly laced blooms on show stalks with up to 
10 buds!    $10.00

ELEGANT RUFFLES (Black 20) A mulberry and 
raspberry blended self with lighter area below beard.  Wonderful 
wide and ruffled form on nice stems.   $20.00

ELEGANZA (T.Johnson 14) Heavily ruffled chalky 
white tinted pink. Strong growth. Plenty of show stalks. $10.00

ELITE (T.Johnson 18) Buff pink S; Rosy orchid Falls are 
heavily washed darker.  Lacy! Beautiful! Stalks! $12.00

ELOPE TO MADRID  F (Blyth 22) Golden yellow 
standards. Falls are a smooth and rich red brown.  A very clean 
pattern.   $38.00 

ELUSIVE MELODY  F (Blyth 22) Light lavender 
standards with a violet flush up midrib.  Falls are a lavender purple 
with darker hafts.   $36.00 

ESSENCE OF BEAUTY  (Black 22) A vivid apricot, 
orange and pink blended beauty with good stems and buds.  Dark 
orange beards. Nice!   $38.00

EXECUTIVE ORDER (T.Johnson 19) Oyster pink 
S with violet infusion.  F plush velvety purple black.  Bronze beards.  
Wonderful show stems.  Dramatic! $15.00  

EXPANDING UNIVERSE  (Black 22) Standards 
have a white ground that is almost fully overlaid deep black purple.  
Falls are cream with a deep purple band and near black haft and 
dart below beard.  Dramatic!   $38.00
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EYES OF AN ANGEL (T.Johnson 21) Pink 
standards and rim on white falls.  Nice powder blue beards.  
Gorgeous!  Last year’s best seller!  $30.00 

FABULISTIC  (Black 22) Dark purple with a lighter area 
below orange beards.  Beautiful purple spathes on well branched 
stalks add a lot of interest even before flowering.  $37.00

FAIRYTALE ROMANCE (T.Johnson 19) Flesh 
pink self with lighter edge on standards and below pink beard.  
Smaller flowers are extremely ruffled and borne in profusion on 
nice stems! $14.00 

FANTASMAGORICAL (Black 20) Mid cantaloupe 
standards infused rose; Falls apricot with deeper rose hafts and 
area below beard becoming a lighter rose plicata band.  Very 
different with lovely stems and 11 buds! $19.00

FASHION EVENT (Keppel 20) Standards medium 
violet; falls Peachy pink deepening to edges with tangerine beards.  
Nice!  . $20.00

FASHION WEEK (T.Johnson 15) Big blocky mulberry 
rose bitone. Pretty coral tangerine beards. Nice ruffling. $10.00

FASHIONABLE LOOK (T.Johnson 20) Yellow 
standards; falls red purple with medium lavender band.  Show 
stems!  Flashy!  $18.00 

FEED THE FLAME (T.Johnson 22) White standards 
with lemon centers. Falls are deep maroon with a large lemon 
central sunburst.  Very bright and showy.   $37.00

FEEL THE POWER (T.Johnson 20) Burnt orange 
to salmon blended standards; falls cream to salmon ground with 
a deep black cherry bar across hafts and dotted band. Nice stems 
with 11 buds!!  A favorite!!    $20.00 

FEELING ROMANTIC (T.Johnson 20) Med 
lavender blue S over rich deep salmon pink F w/ tangerine bds.  
Show stems! A very pretty color combo.  Recommended!   $20.00 

FELIX THE CAT (Black 22) Light tan standards are 
sanded cinnamon.  Falls have a yellow ground with a burgundy 
band and sporadic dots.   $36.00

FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS  (T.Johnson 22) Lemon 
S with white band.  Falls are deep red violet with a large diffused 
central lemon sunburst.  Very wide and rounded form.  $38.00

FINE ROMANCE (T.Johnson 13) Clear mid pink with 
paler fall centers. Pink to violet beards. Ruffled and laced. $11.00

FLAME STITCH  (T.Johnson 22) Gold standards 
with a slight rust touched edge. Falls are a rich mahogany red with 
a bright gold central area below the beard.  Show stems! $38.00

FLAMINGO FRENZY (T.Johnson 12) Heavily 
laced & ruffled mid blue pink, paler in center. Coral bds. $11.00
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FLIRTY TEASE (T.Johnson 22) Last year’s runaway 
bestselling intro.  A gorgeous mix of colors with excellent full 
ruffled form.  Proving to be an excellent parent as well. $43.00

FOLLOW THE LEADER (T.Johnson 20) Salmon 
pink standards infused violet; falls rich red violet with lighter rim.  
Clean and ruffled!  Pretty!     $19.00 

FOOLISH GIRL (T.Johnson 22) Flesh pink standards 
and edge on lavender-white falls.  Falls have a medium lavender 
wash below the beard.  $36.00

FOOTBALL HERO (Miller 15) Butter yellow S. Red 
purple falls with light orchid band. Popular. $10.00

FRESH MORNING SHOWER  (Black 21)  White 
ground plicata with blue stitched S, slightly deeper violet blue 
stitched F.  Blue beards and styles.     $24.00

FULL OF HOPE (T.Johnson 18) Pearly lavender with 
pink blended edge on Falls & violet tipped bds. Well-formed and 
lacy with show stems!!  $10.00

FULL OF JOY  (T.Johnson 21) Icy blue white S; F 
lavender blue with white lines and light lavender band.  Large 
flowers and nice stems.   $25.00 

GALILEO (Black 22) Mid blue standards, deeper blue at 
the base.  Very light blue falls with orange beards and gold touched 
shoulders.  Nice stems.  $36.00

GAME CHANGER (Keppel 18) Apricot S infused 
orchid; Falls solid smoky red violet with rust orange bds.  $12.00

GARDEN PRINCE (T.Johnson 22) Deep grape 
purple with brown touched hafts and orange beards.  Show stems.  
Lovely form that is lightly laced.   $37.00

GARDEN SPOT (Miller 19) Standards are medium 
flesh pink; falls are orchid with flesh pink wash & hafts.  Beards are 
coral with small orchid hook. $15.00

GEM TRADER (Blyth 19) F   Soft lilac standards with 
lighter edge; Falls are a deep plush burgundy with lighter edge. 
Nice show stems. Very nice and dramatic! $15.00

GENTLE MANNER (Keppel 20) Pale creamy yellow 
standards infused lavender at midrib; Falls light lavender with 
deeper wash in center; a very pretty pastel.    $19.00

GEORGIA MOON (Keppel 21) Large, full formed, 
chrome yellow with yellow-orange beards.   $24.00

GIBBERISH (T.Johnson 18) Peach pink with falls 
overlaid with deep violet lines.  Very showy! $12.00
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GILDED CHOCOLATE  (Miller 22) Standards are 
a rich red chocolate brown with a gold edge.  Falls the same only 
with a few gold lines radiating out from beard.  Nice!   $38.00 

GIRL GONE WILD (T.Johnson 13) Mid yellow S 
flushed peach. Cream to yellow falls lined and washed dark ruby 
over centers with mid yellow fall band. Colorful! $10.00

GIRL LIKE YOU (T.Johnson 19) Very ruffled and 
lightly laced peach orange with great stems.  An iris to close the 
season.  We like! $16.00 

GIRLS WANNA HAVE FUN  (Black 22) Pink 
standards and white spray around beards on velvety dark purple 
black falls.  Nice clumps and stems.   $38.00

GOAT RODEO  (Black 22) Yellow ground plicata with 
near solid dark wine overlay in standards and banded overlay in 
falls.   $36.00

GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE (T.Johnson 14) 
Yellow standards. Light violet falls with dark violet center ellipse 
and mid gold margins. Marigold beards. Show stalks. $10.00

GOOD TIMES ROLL (T.Johnson 22) The lightest 
of pink standards with lavender purple centers.  Lavender purple 
falls.  Laced with show stems.   $36.00

GOSSAMER VEIL (Keppel 19) Buff peach standards; 
Falls are a blended peach and lavender.  Big nicely ruffled flowers 
with nice form. $15.00

GREETINGS MY LADY  (T.Johnson 21) Med. 
rose pink S; F stark white with violet plicata dotted band and orange 
bd.  Show stems!  Beautiful clean colors.   $24.00 

GUSSIED UP  (T.Johnson 21) White standards; falls 
deep purple to near black with white lines and a narrow white 
edge.  Stunning in clump!   $26.00 

HANDSOME DEVIL  (Keppel 21) Light burgundy 
standards; falls deep burgundy black with short white lines by 
beards.  Showy!  $25.00

HAPPY DAYDREAM (Black 21)  Medium yellow self 
with wonderful form and show stems and 10 buds.  $24.00

HARD TO RESIST (T.Johnson 16) Emphasis is on 
the preciseness of the pattern & the wide ruffled form. Highly 
Recommended! $10.00

HAT IN THE RING (Ghio 19) Cream S blended 
lemon yellow in center and at edges.  Falls cream with yellow hafts 
and deep violet band. $15.00 

HEADLINE NEWS  (T.Johnson 21) Light lavender 
S with deeper centers; F plush black purple with medium lavender 
band and orange bd. Spectacular and popular!   $26.00 
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HEADSHOT (T.Johnson 20) Bright canary yellow with 
a very dark solid, wide black cherry border on the fall.  Very wide 
form on well branched stems.  Very bright!!   $20.00

HEAR ME ROAR (T.Johnson 19) Lemon yellow 
Standards over deep rich mahogany red falls with lemon edge.  
Nicely ruffled. $15.00

HEART RACER  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards icy white with 
pink flush in center. falls deep rose pink with creamy edge.  Large 
flowers on well branched stems.   $26.00 

HEAT IS ON (T.Johnson 13) Pinkish apricot S and 
sunburst on dark wine falls. Glowingly bright clumps. $10.00

HEAT OF THE MOMENT (T.Johnson 20) 
Oxblood red self with super orange beards.  Beautiful stems on 
strong growth makes a stunning clump!!   $20.00

HEAVENLY SIGN  (Ghio 19) Lovely form and ruffles.  
Light pink standards, and narrow rim on white falls with deep pink 
hafts.  $15.00 

HEY LOOK ME OVER (Black 21) Golden yellow 
Standards; Falls large dark mahogany spot with surrounded by a 
wide gold band.  Nicely branched and budded.    $25.00

HEY SOUL SISTER  (T.Johnson 21) White standards 
with blue band and center stripe; F white with purple band and 
blue bds.  Pretty!   $24.00 

HIGHER LOVE (T.Johnson 17) Blended lemon and 
gold S; F are plush oxblood red encircled lavender violet and then 
banded gold.  Gorgeous! $10.00

HIGHLY CLASSIFIED (T.Johnson 18) Warm flesh 
pink standards infused violet.  Lavender falls with nice wide rose-
pink band.  Beautiful! $12.00

HOBNOBBING (Miller 21) Clear pink standards; Falls 
cream w/ clear pink touched hafts & orchid violet band.  Tangerine 
beards with white horns.   $24.00

HOLD ME NOW (T.Johnson 16) Mauve pink 
standards & band on white falls. Wonderful violet beards. Show 
stalks!  $10.00

HOLD THE LINE  (Keppel 20) Standards light yellow; 
Falls yellow ground with deep prune purple hafts and edge.   
Flashy!   $21.00

HONOR ROLL  (T.Johnson 22) Cream standards with 
a light lemon infused center.  Falls are a plush maroon with a light 
lavender band.   $38.00

HOTTIE (Black 18) A very rich near ruby red self with 
orange beards.  Very smooth.   $12.00
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HOUSE OF LIGHT  (T.Johnson 22) Icy blue white 
standards with a deep lemon band.  Falls are deep lemon with a 
central white area.  Early with show stems.     $36.00

HOW WONDERFUL (T.Johnson 19) Standards 
blended violet flesh and salmon pink. Falls are antique rosy pink 
with lighter area below beard. $15.00 

HUNG UP ON YOU (T.Johnson 19) Salmon orange 
standards; falls very light rose deepening toward edge.  Slight 
salmon haft area.  Beautiful! $15.00

I BROKE IT (Black 18) R  A very pretty ruffled medium 
lavender overlaid with broken color in shades of violet.  Strong 
summer and fall rebloom here in Oregon.  $12.00

I WRITE THE SONGS  (T.Johnson 22) Medium 
lavender pink standards over lighter falls with large deep violet 
blue beards.  Beautiful!   $40.00

I’M BACK (T.Johnson 07) R  Superbly formed strong 
rebloomer. Good rebloom parent. NICE! $10.00

I’M NOT STABLE (Black 20) Light apricot orange 
with overall random deep violet broken color streaks with orange 
beards. Well branched and budded strong grower.  Flashy and 
bright!  $20.00

IGNITE THE LIGHT (T.Johnson 21) White S, 
heavily infused golden yellow; F rust red with creamy lavender 
band.  Wow factor when in full bloom!!   $26.00 

ILLUMINATI (Keppel 19) Rich french lilac with yellow 
inner glow and band that is wider on the standards.  Clean white 
area around beard.  $15.00

IN FULL VIEW (T.Johnson 20) Standards deep rose to 
salmon pink with lighter edge; falls cream with rose pink blushed 
edge and hafts.  Large frosted powder blue beards.  Gorgeous tight 
ruffles and wide form.  Stalks!!  Nice!   $20.00

IN VOGUE  F  (Blyth 22) White standards with pink 
centers.  Falls are rose to mauve pink with darker edges.  One we 
like a lot.   $38.00 

INK PATTERNS (T.Johnson 07) White, dark blue 
plicata bands on all petals. Blue styles. Wister Medal 2013.
 $10.00

INKED IN (Blyth 21) F  White standards are almost 
completely covered purple; F stark white w/ deep purple edge, 
near black haft, and very notable black styles!!  Unique.  $25.00 

INSANIAC (T.Johnson 12) White standards rimmed 
gold. White falls lined & washed red plum and banded white. Fast 
increase. Well-branched stalks. $10.00
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INSTANT ATTRACTION (Black 19) Light lavender 
S; Falls are rusty cinnamon with lighter centers.  Show stems! 
Unique color!  $15.00

INSTANT MESSAGE  (T.Johnson 21) Blue S; F 
white with deep purple violet band and center stripe below violet 
tipped tangerine bd.   $24.00 

IT’S ME AGAIN (Black 20) R Butterscotch yellow S; F 
have a white central patch that is washed lavender and a wide straw 
yellow border.  Well branched and budded! $19.00

JUBILANCE (Keppel 21) White S, infused bright yellow; 
F bright yellow with yellow beards.  Very bright.   $25.00 

JUNOESQUE F (Blyth 22) White with a deep lemon 
rim on falls with a bright orange beard.  Very flashy with the bright 
beard.   $37.00 

JUST CURIOUS  (T.Johnson 22) Medium orange 
standards.  Falls cream with a light orange wash and a deep rose 
band.  Gorgeous with nice stems.   $37.00

JUST WANTING ATTENTION (T.Johnson 22) 
White standards with lemon infused centers.  Falls are deep lemon 
around the beard extending to lavender and then a deep violet 
band and finally a light lavender edge.     $38.00

JUST YOU AND ME  (T.Johnson 21) Light peach 
pink S w/ gold edge; F white w/ ruffled peach pink edge & large 
frosted blue bds.  Show stems, late flowering.   $26.00 

KING’S REIGN (T.Johnson 15) White with gold 
rimmed standards and falls widely banded dark maroon. $10.00

KISS THE BRIDE  F (Blyth 22) Icy blue white self w/ 
orange beard tipped in white. Beautiful form & ruffles.   $36.00 

KISS THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 19) Yellow ground 
plicata almost completely overlaid with black cherry on standards 
and wide fall band.  Intense! Show branching! $15.00 

KISSED BY AN ANGEL (T.Johnson 18) Icy blue 
standards and edge on blue to violet falls with darker haft lines.  
Gorgeous form!! Buds!   $12.00

LACE AND PROMISES  (Black 22) Palest violet 
blue S sit atop near white falls.  Lightly laced edges.   $37.00

LASH OUT (Black 19)  Standards are blended violet 
and amber deeper in centers; falls are lavender with deep amber 
overlay and amber band.  Wow! Stems! $15.00

LATER ALLIGATOR  (Black 22) Steely medium 
blue standards.  Falls are a mustard yellow.  A nice clean blue and 
yellow bicolor with great stems and form.    $38.00
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LATEST FASHION (T.Johnson 19) Blue white 
standards infused pink; Ruffled salmon pink falls with lighter area 
below beard.  Good stems and color! $15.00

LAVENDER BREEZE (T.Johnson 19) Lavender 
blue self with darker diffused fall band and then lighter edge.  
Form! Stem! Clump! $15.00

LAW AND ORDER (T.Johnson 20) Standards white 
with near complete lavender plicata overlay.  Falls white with very 
wide deep purple band.  Bronze to orange beard. Buds, Stems, 
Clumps!!   $20.00

LEAVE ME BREATHLESS  (T.Johnson 19) 
White standards and fall edge with violet lines and wash radiating 
out from below beard.  We love it!  Showy! $15.00

LESSONS IN LOVE  (T.Johnson 22) Orchid pink 
standards.  Falls are a smooth lavender with lavender beards.  Nice 
form and a very elegant look.   $36.00

LET’S SNUGGLE (T.Johnson 20) Shrimp pink 
standards; falls cream with deep shrimp pink hafts and lighter 
edge.  Nicely branched.  Beautiful!!   $20.00

LIKE A BREEZE (Black 19) Very late heavily ruffled 
cobalt blue with show stems. $15.00

LINE ITEM  (T.Johnson 22) Pure white standards.  Falls 
are white lined deep violet with a white rim.  Red beards.  Gorgeous 
tall well branched stems  $36.00

LISTEN TO ME F (Blyth 22) White standards with 
pink centers.  Falls are lavender with a deeper lavender wash in 
the center and at the haft.   $37.00 

LIVING IT UP  (T.Johnson 22) Deep canary yellow 
standards with a lighter edge.  Falls are lavender with a deeper 
wash and red shoulders.     $36.00

LIVING LEGEND (T.Johnson 16) Extremely wide 
blue white standards with wide dramatic deep blue violet fall band. 
Gold blushed hafts.  Striking!  $10.00

LOADS OF LOVE (Black 20) Pink S with lemon gold 
edges; Mid peach orange F with slightly darker hafts and edge; 
Tangerine bds. Very bright and pretty! Unique!   $18.00 

LOCOMOTION (T.Johnson 17) Standards are near 
solid raspberry rose; falls light cream to yellow w/ deep rasp. band 
and hafts.  Great stems!!  $10.00

LOOKING CUTE  (Ghio 19) Warm peach pink S, haft 
and edge on cream F. Beautiful bubble ruffled form.  $16.00 

LOVER’S KISS  (T.Johnson 22) Pink standards, falls 
medium orchid with a lighter area below the red beards.  Big full 
ruffled flowers.   $37.00
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LOVING EMBRACE (T.Johnson 21) Blue white 
standards with melon orange centers; falls medium salmon to 
orange with red-orange bds.  Show stems!   $25.00 

LOVOLOGY  (Blyth 21)  F   White standards with a soft 
pink flush on the midrib; Falls cream peach to pink with lighter 
center & darker edge.  Show stems.   $26.00 

MADLY IN LOVE (T.Johnson 21) Salmon & flesh 
pink blended S with purple center wash; F cream with peach pink 
border.  Late; show stems.   $26.00 

MAGIC IN ME  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards creamy 
lemon, flushed violet; Falls lavender violet with tan hafts and edge.  
Shocking burnt orange beard.  Nice!!   $26.00 

MAGIC RING  (Keppel 20) Bright golden yellow 
standards; Falls light yellow ground paling to white in center and 
a deep wine-red band.  Very showy in the garden!   $20.00

MAGIC TRICK  (T.Johnson 19)  Cocoa pink standards 
with lighter edge on S and F.  Fantastic frost cocoa pink beards.  
Distinctive! $16.00

MAGICAL NIGHT  (Miller 21) Standards lacy orchid 
pink with plum shadings; Falls mostly black.  Very dramatic and 
showy!   $24.00

MAKE ME SMILE  F (Blyth 22) Light lemon standards 
with deeper centers.  Falls are white with a narrow purple stitched 
edge and haft.  A touch of yellow below the beard.  $36.00 

MAKING A SCENE (T.Johnson 20) Icy white S; 
F have a slight orange touched haft.  Below the beard is a white 
bar and below it is a purple lined pattern.  Very unique with good 
branching and growth.  Ruffled!   $19.00

MARITAL BLISS (Keppel 17) Peach standards. Falls 
creamy white in center flushed peach.  Nice form. $10.00

MARRY THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 17) Dark grape 
standards, haft, & band on white falls.  Showy yellow orange bd.  
Makes a wonderful show with show stems. $10.00

MAYAN SUNRISE (Johnson 16) Mid blue S.Falls 
light blue with deep yellow hafts and F band. Clumps!  $10.00

ME AND MY SHADOW (Black 19) Cream to light 
yellow ground plicata with near solid purple black S and fall band.  
Gorgeous form, intensely deep color and show stems! $15.00 

MEDAL OF HONOR  (T.Johnson 18) Very hard to 
describe.  A totally unique creation that is quite a garden attention 
getter!! $12.00

MERCHANT MARINE (Keppel 07) Big ruffled mid 
blue. Healthy growth produces strong show stalks. $10.00
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MIDNIGHT VELVET (T.Johnson 14) Purple black 
plicata on white ground, fall with more open ground. $10.00

MINDBLOWING  (T.Johnson 20) Deep golden 
yellow standards; falls have a large deep plush mahogany spot 
with a wide and precise golden yellow band.  Shocking!!  Stunning 
in clump! Stems!!  $20.00

MISTY SUNLIGHT (Blyth 19) F  Lemon standards 
over cream falls with lemon blended edge.  Gorgeous form and 
show stems. $15.00

MOMENT TO TREASURE (T.Johnson 16) 
Pink standards and mid Lavender falls. Show stems on this pretty 
bicolor.  $10.00

MOOD FOR LOVE  (T.Johnson 22) Standards have 
pink centers and a peach band.  Falls are cream with deep peach 
hafts and a light peach edge.  Very ruffled and early.  $37.00

MOONGLINT  (Keppel 20) Medium lavender blue S 
with lighter edge; Falls deep lavender blue with a lighter edge and 
white luminata patch surrounding yellow beards.    $20.00

MOONLIT RENDEZVOUS (T.Johnson 21) Blue 
white with wide deep blue violet fall band.  Yellow beards. Intense 
coloration!  $25.00 

MORE THAN RUFFLES (Black 20) Steely lavender 
mauve standards; falls light violet with khaki hafts and band.  Very 
ruffled.  Stems! $18.00  

MUSICAL CHAIRS (Keppel 19) Flesh Pink to deep 
salmon S: F are wisteria blue with salmon touched hafts. $15.00 

MY PASSION (Black 20) Pale mauve pink S infused 
darker; F Mid blue violet, paler around burnt orange bds.  Very 
pretty and classy looking  $19.00  

MY PRETTY  (T.Johnson 21) Ivory to icy blue standards 
with deep salmon centers; falls icy white w/ pink hafts and frosted 
blue tipped beards.   $25.00 

MYSTERY LADY (T.Johnson 21) Dusty beige 
standards with violet flush; falls slate blue purple.  Show stems, 
great form and growth! $24.00 

MYSTIC ART (T.Johnson 19) Peach pink standards 
with lighter edge; falls cameo pink with lighter band.  Very 
floriferous and strong grower. Pretty! $16.00

MYSTICANO (Blyth 21)  F   Standards golden yellow, 
edged with red veining; Falls deep burgundy-black with short 
white rays around beard.   $26.00 

MYSTIFY F  (Blyth 22) White ground standards are 
overlaid with purple.  Falls have yellow ground in center and then 
bordered with red violet.     $38.00 
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NATURAL HIGH  (T.Johnson 20) Icy lavender white 
standards and edge over lavender violet Falls with deeper hafts.  
Large flowers on stems carrying up to 12 buds.    $20.00

NEED YOU NOW (T.Johnson 18) Medium pink 
S and hafts on white falls.  Nice yummy colors.   $12.00

NEVERTHELESS (Keppel 21) Light pink and violet 
blended standards; falls deep red purple with white luminata patch 
around orange beard. $26.00 

NIGHT WHISPERS  (T.Johnson 20) Med wine red 
standards and edge on deep black cherry Falls.  Smoldering orange 
beards.  Fantastic! Stalks! Clump! Fragrance!    $20.00

NINJA WARRIOR (Miller 16) Smoky pink standards 
and velvety black falls. Dramatic and showy! $10.00

NOSTALGIC MEMORY (Black 18) Beautiful 
formed slate purple with super strong growth and show stems 
galore!! $10.00  

NOW WHAT (T.Johnson 20) Golden yellow S; F deep 
rich black cherry with short white lines around orange bd.  Beautiful 
stems with up to 13 buds.  Showy in clump!!    $18.00

OH WHAT FUN (T.Johnson 19) Light violet-blue 
standards; falls blended violet and rose forming a rose band.  
Lighter area below red beard.  Nice and different! $15.00  

ONCE UPON A TIME (Black 18) Large heavily 
ruffled stately flowers of royal purple with lilac frosted beards.  Very 
classy!   $12.00  

ONE MAN’S ART (Blyth 19) F   Creamy beige with 
dusty rose blended standards; Falls deep dusky rose.  Nice show 
stems.  Color. $15.00 

ONE STEP CLOSER  (T.Johnson 22) Light creamy 
buff with deep rose hafts.  Beards are orange with a blue tip.  Nicely 
ruffled form.    $36.00

ONE THAT I WANT  (T.Johnson 21) Deep purple 
S with slight white ground showing in center; F white with deep 
violet black border and haft.   Deep blue-black bd.   $24.00 

ONLY THE SHADOW KNOWS  (Black 20) Mid 
slate grey standards lighter at edges; falls eggshell blending to a 
pale butter edge.  Very mysterious looking! Stems!   $20.00  

OPEN HEART (T.Johnson 20) Cream S washed pink 
in center; F peachy orange haft and edge with violet lines below 
orange beard.  Elegant and lovely!!   $20.00

ORANGE TEMPTATION (T.Johnson 20) Deep 
orange S over slightly lighter orange falls with brilliant orange bds.  
Wonderfully branched and budded stalks cover the clump with 
brilliant orange flowers.  Nice!!  $20.00
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OVERSHADOWED (T.Johnson 20) Milk glass 
standards infused pink; medium violet with deep red violet hafts 
and central area below beard. Dramatic!    $18.00

OWN THE NIGHT (T.Johnson 22) Light purple 
standards.  Deep plush purple falls with a bright yellow-orange 
beard. Nicely ruffled and branched.  Very pretty. $38.00

PAINTED LOVE (T.Johnson 16) Mid gold S blushed 
red violet, wide blue violet falls with darker band.  $11.00

PAINTED SKY (T.Johnson 20) Light lemon-cream 
standards infused lavender in center; falls have a large deep purple 
center spot with a wide and ruffled light lavender band.  Orange 
beards.  Very striking!!   $20.00

PAISLEY PRINT (Black 19) White Standards; Falls white 
with violet band blending to lavender rim and finally a purple wire 
edge.  Nice! $15.00  

PALOMA BLANCA (T.Johnson 19) A late well-
formed ice blue white with orange beard tipped white.  Nice show 
stems.  Classy! $15.00

PANJANDRUM (Keppel 18)Standards blended 
lavender & ecru; Falls have deep rose red thumbprint hafts then a 
violet flash below beard.  Flushed lighter toward buff banded edge.  
Ruffled & lightly laced. Different!   $12.00 

PARADISE SUNSET (T.Johnson 20) Light lavender- 
blue standards infused salmon; falls have a lavender base washed 
salmon with a lavender band and area below bd.  Very ruffled and 
stately!!  $20.00

PARTY CITY (T.Johnson 20) Orange S and edge on 
falls that are deeply striated and veined a deep rich violet.  Very 
large and ruffled with gorgeous form.  Spectaclular!!   $20.00

PASTEL PATTERNS (Keppel 21) Standards cream 
with light blue plicata edge; falls cream-peach with deep violet 
hafts and lighter purple edge and center stripe.   $26.00 

PAUL BLACK (T.Johnson 03) SHOW STALKS! Strong 
growth. Lovely perfume. Winner of Dykes Medal 2010. $10.00

PAY IT FORWARD  (T.Johnson 20) Icy lavender 
white standards and narrow edge on rich violet falls with 
orange and violet beards.  Emphasis on this one is clump!!  Very 
floriferous!! $18.00

PEACH SHAKE  (T.Johnson 20) Creamy white S 
infused apricot in center; F are deep apricot with a lighter edge 
and area below nearly red beards.  Very pretty indeed!!   $20.00

PERIHELION PASS (T.Johnson 19) S Blended deep 
lemon & cream; F have a wide rust red band w/ yellow central 
sunburst around & below beard.  Clumps! $15.00
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PERUVIAN DANCER  (T.Johnson 22) Light gold 
standards and edge on rich purple falls.  Tall and well branched.  
Ruffled!   $36.00

PHARAOH’S POET (T.Johnson 19) Cream S with 
rose blended centers.  Falls old rose with lighter center & lavender 
pink rim.  Popular! $17.00

PHOTO SHOOT (T.Johnson 19) Pristine white 
ground with purple plicata band on S & F.  Deep solid purple styles 
and heavy ruffles add to the appeal! $15.00

PICKER UPPER   (Miller 22) Pink standards.  Lighter 
pink falls, deepening at the edge.  Beards are pink with long 
lavender upturned horns!!    $38.00 

PIECE BY PIECE  (T.Johnson 21) S white ground 
with wide deep gold dotted band; F white with lavender violet 
dotted band and deep violet hafts.  Showy!   $25.00 

PLIC SYMPHONY (Black 21) S white ground with 
heavy violet purple plicata overlay; F yellow ground with violet 
dotted band and center stripe.  Show stems!   $24.00

PLUM LOCO (Keppel 21) Medium mulberry standards; 
falls creamy white with deep mulberry band.  Great stems and 
color!  $26.00 

POETIC DREAM  (Blyth 21)  F     Standards lemon in 
the center, blended lavender and cream at the edge; Falls lavender 
cream with lemon border.  Very nice!   $25.00 

POLITELY PINK  (Black 22) Pastel pink with a narrow 
white edge in the standards and a white area below the white 
beard on the falls.  A pretty pastel.   $37.00

POWDER KEG (Miller 20) Smoky orchid pink S; F 
cream ground with a wide dark red violet plicata band and wide 
center stripe; Tangerine bds.  A striking pattern! Stalks!   $18.00

POWER AND DESIGN F  (Blyth 22) Purple 
standards with white ground showing through in the center.  Falls 
are deep red violet with yellow ground showing through below 
either side of the beard.   $36.00 

POWER STRUGGLE (Keppel 19) Mulberry purple 
standards with lighter edge; Falls are ecru with tangerine beards.  
Very pretty! $15.00

POWERHOUSE (Ghio 19) Heavily ruffled and full 
formed orchid self.  $15.00

PRECIOUS THING (T.Johnson 20) Light dusty rose 
S with deep blue lavender centers.  Falls are a light lavender with 
a wide peach pink rim.  Beautiful! Show Stalks! Classy!   $20.00
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PRIVATE LESSON  (T.Johnson 22) Medium blue 
standards with darker centers.  Falls are a rich deep marine blue.  A 
beautiful neglecta with good ruffled form.   $38.00

PRIVATE PARTY (T.Johnson 20) Flesh pink  
standards and edge on deep lavender-purple Falls; frosted violet 
beard.  Hard to capture on film but a spectacular iris with consistent 
show stems!! A favorite and used a lot in hybridizing. $20.00

PROFESSOR (T.Johnson 20) Medium plum standards 
and edge on lavender F; hafts are a deep rich violet; beards yellow.  
Large and ruffled! Showy!   $20.00

PROM COURT (Miller 22) Clean bright yellow 
standards.  Falls are a rich deep purple with lighter area at the haft 
and edge.   $37.00 

PROPHETIC DREAM (T.Johnson 20) Standards 
have a yellow ground almost completely covered with a raspberry 
plicata.  Falls are a lemon ground with a raspberry plic band and 
haft.  Fantastic show stems with 9 buds and a very strong grower 
and bloomer! Wonderful!   $18.00

PUERTO VALLARTA  (T.Johnson 21) Golden 
yellow S; F white with golden yellow hafts and wash towards lemon 
and pink blended band.  Fantastic stalks and clumps!!   $25.00 

PULL ME CLOSE (T.Johnson 22) This is a hard iris 
to photograph but one of my favorites from ’22.  Cream standards 
are orange in the center.  Falls are creamy peach with a deep violet 
band.  The noticeable style arms are beautiful pink.  Nice stems as 
well. $40.00

PUMPKIN PIE ALA MODE (T.Johnson 14) 
White S. Vibrant burnt orange falls. Fabulous color. $11.00

PUNCTUATION (T.Johnson 18) Clean lemon to peach 
standards; medium lavender purple falls with very deep red violet 
bar across the hafts.  Showy, with great stems!!   $10.00

PURE INTENTIONS  (T.Johnson 22) White with a 
very precise stitched violet band and yellow beards.  $36.00

PURPLE PUNCH (T.Johnson 16) Dark royal purple 
S & purple black falls. Black beards touched brown.  $10.00

QUACK QUACK (Black 16) Bright mid yellow self with 
marigold orange beards. Show stalks! $10.00

QUARTERBACK  (T.Johnson 22) Very pale-yellow 
standards and edge on deep velvety maroon red falls.  Nice tight 
ruffling.   $37.00

QUE SERA SERA (T.Johnson 20) Lemon yellow 
standards infused pink; falls lavender and rose blended with an 
extremely ruffled lemon gold band.  Totally unique and a stunning 
flower!  Last year’s best-selling introduction. $22.00
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RADIANT GARNET (Black 19) Magenta standards 
over ruby to garnet falls with old gold beards.  Very pretty and 
bright. Stems! $15.00 

RAINBOW ROAD (Keppel 19) Pale blue violet 
standards; F medium blue violet with orange beards. $15.00

RAINDROPS KEEP FALLING (Black 16) Almost 
solid lilac S. Falls white with lilac edge. Beautiful!  $10.00

RASPBERRY PIE (T.Johnson 20) A white ground 
plicata with near solid raspberry S; F have a deep raspberry plic 
band and narrow line that extends from beard to petal edge.  Nice 
stems with up to 11 buds and is a fantastic parent!   $20.00

RAVEN GIRL (Schreiner 08) Big ruffled jet black with 
satiny sheen. Black purple beards. Strong show stalks. $10.00

RAVISHING RUBY (T.Johnson 16) Dark magenta 
rose standards with blue fall blaze. Beards are tipped brown. Well 
branched!  $11.00

REACH THE STARS  (T.Johnson 21) White S with 
gold band; F white with deep violet band and orange bd.  Brilliant 
color display with nicely branched stalks.   $25.00 

READ MY MIND   (T.Johnson 21) Yellow standards; 
deep plush burgundy falls with violet and yellow blended band.  
Ruffles galore.  Fantastic!   $26.00 

REALM OF RUFFLES  F  (Blyth 22) Cream 
standards with peachy blush in center.  Falls medium lilac with 
lighter centers.  Extremely ruffled.  Beautiful!   $38.00 

REGAL IMPACT  F (Blyth 22) Honey tan standards 
over dark rich burgundy black.  Show stems and a gorgeous colored 
iris.  We like!!   $38.00 

RISE LIKE A PHOENIX (Black 17) Vivid gold 
standards with auburn veined band; F dramatic deep red black.  
Lots of buds on great stems.  Fantastic garden show.   $10.00

RODEO COWBOY (T.Johnson 20) Yellow standards 
and edge on rust red falls.  Wonderful stems and a showman’s 
delight!!  $20.00 

ROLLING IN THE DEEP  (T.Johnson 21) Purple 
standards and edge on very deep purple falls.  Extremely ruffled 
and wide.  $24.00 

ROYAL ACADEMY  (Keppel 21) Tall, big ruffled 
deep purple self.   $25.00 

ROYALTY REMEMBERED (Keppel 17) R 
Lovely rich concord purple.  Super form & reblooms reliably here 
in Oregon. $12.00
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RUFFLES ALL AROUND  (Black 20) Standards 
red violet with lighter oyster bands; Falls oyster washed palest red 
violet with lighter edge.  Heavily ruffled!   $18.00 

RULE THE WORLD  (T.Johnson 21) White 
standards; Rich lavender violet falls with lavender white band and 
orange beards.  Growth and show stems. $24.00 

RUNAROUND (T.Johnson 22) Standards are cream 
with a yellow dotted overlay and deep gold style arms.  Falls are 
white with a deep orchid violet band.  Beautiful form. $36.00

SAY IT RIGHT (T.Johnson 22) Golden yellow 
standards.  Falls are white with a deep burgundy black band and 
center belly stripe.  Spectacular in clump!  Show stems! $37.00

SAY THE WORD  (T.Johnson 21) Deep rich mango 
orange and pink blended standards, haft and edge on cream falls.  
Intensely ruffled and gorgeous!   $26.00 

SCARY TALES (Miller 22) Medium salmon orange 
standards.  Dark purple falls with a few short white rays around red 
beards.   $36.00 

SCATTERGRAM (Miller 21) Standards dusty pink 
with light maroon veining; Falls cream with a dark plum stitched 
and dotted band.  Robust!   $24.00

SECRET HOPES (T.Johnson 19) Pink S. over lavender 
violet falls with red-orange beards.  Nice show stems. $15.00

SECRET PAST (T.Johnson 19) Buff gold standards and 
hafts on medium blue violet falls.  Beautiful pleated ruffles and nice 
show stems. $15.00

SEEK THE UNIQUE (Black 20) White standards that 
are randomly splashed light orchid; Falls randomly streaked mid 
to dark orchid.  Show stems!   $20.00 

SENDING LOVE   (T.Johnson 22) Cream standards 
with rose pink centers.  Falls are a deep rose pink with red beards.  
Nice stems and easy growth.   $36.00

SENTIMENTALIST F (Blyth 22) Cream standards 
with a rosy pink wash in center and at edge.  Falls are salmon pink 
with a lighter center.   $40.00 

SERGEY (T.Johnson 16) Wonderfully formed subtle 
blue and yellow bicolor. Much admired at the 2015 Portland 
convention. $10.00

SHADOW BANDS (T.Johnson 19) White standards 
infused deep lemon; Falls plush burgundy with yellow sunburst.  
Very flashy with up to 11 buds!  $15.00

SHADOWBOXER (T.Johnson 22) Medium plum 
standards and edge on lavender falls.  Deep purple hafts add a bit 
drama.  Nice!!   $38.00
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SHARP DRESSED MAN (T.Johnson 10) Black 
bitone. Vivid orange beards. Showy clumps. Show stalks. Wister 
Medal 2016 $10.00

SHOCKAHOLIC (T.Johnson 20) S are a unique 
blend of light orange and lemon with deeper veins; F are a fantastic 
burnt orange.  COLOR!! COLOR!! The branching is a bit tight but 
Shockaholic packs an enormous garden punch!!   $22.00

SHOCKING SECRET  (T.Johnson 22) Purple 
standards.  Lighter purple falls with a deep dramatic purple signal 
surrounding the orange beard.   $40.00

SHOUT IT OUT LOUD  (T.Johnson 21) Light ice 
blue standards infused violet; falls deep violet with lavender fall 
band & spray around orange beard.   $25.00 

SHOW ME THE MONEY (Black 22) Brilliant 
golden yellow with orange beards.  Show stems with lots of buds 
and is a good parent.   $37.00

SHOWMANSHIP (Keppel 21) Flesh pink S; Medium 
pink and violet blue blended F.  Ruffled full form.   $25.00 

SIGNS OF HOPE (T.Johnson 18) Creamy infused 
peach standards; falls are washed peach w/ violet center wash & 
white edge.  Extremely floriferous & beautiful!  $12.00

SIMPLE MAGIC  (T.Johnson 22) White with an 
overall blue wash on the falls that can vary from one flower to the 
next.  Very classy and beautiful.   $36.00

SIZZLIN’ HOT (T.Johnson 18) Light to medium lemon 
blended standards; Falls plush burgundy red with classy ruffled 
edge of light lavender.  Flashy! $12.00

SKULLDUGGERY (Miller 22) Standards are a dusky 
rose pink.  F are a deep magenta with reddish beards. $36.00 

SLIGHTLY BROKEN  (Black 22) Mid to dark ruby 
bi-tone with minimal orange splashes.  $37.00

SMASHING SENSATION  (T.Johnson 21) 
Creamy oyster and lemon-yellow blended standards; Falls rich 
violet with wide decadent and ruffled lavender band.  Beautiful 
and show stems.   $26.00 

SMILES ALL AROUND  (T.Johnson 20) Beautiful 
creamy white with lemon edge becoming much darker at the hafts 
and edge; orange beards.  Spectacular form makes it an elegant 
iris indeed!!   $20.00

SMOLDERING PASSION (T.Johnson 21) Smooth 
deep black cherry self with brilliant tangerine bds.  Fantastic with 
wonderful show stalks!   $26.00 

SNAPSHOT (T.Johnson 08) Bright yellow standards and 
sunburst on dark mahogany red falls. Very showy. $10.00
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SO EXCITED (T.Johnson 20) S white with lemon 
centers; F are a colorful combination of lemon hafts, light lavender 
wash and deeper violet band. Unique and pretty!     $20.00

SO HAPPY  (T.Johnson 21) White S; F white with violet 
lines and yellow touched hafts.  Orange bds.  Overlooked, very 
showy and great show stems!   $25.00 

SO HOT  (T.Johnson 22) Deep gold standards.  Rich red 
falls with tons of ruffles and buds.  Show stems always on strong 
growing plants.  Early! A favorite!   $40.00

SO MUCH MORE  (Black 21) Standards pink with very 
lacy peach rim; F white w/ peach hafts and lacy peach rim.  Show 
stems and stunning flowers!   $26.00

SOMEBODY TO LOVE  (T.Johnson 22) Pink 
standards and edge on lavender white falls with powder blue 
beards.  Heavily ruffled and lightly laced.  Spectacular!!  $42.00

SONG OF SILENCE (T.Johnson 18) Deep purple 
standards; Falls deep purple with lighter lavender washed centers.  
Very eye appealing!   $12.00

SPACE FORCE  (Miller 22) Pink standards over orchid 
lavender falls.  Beards are tangerine with long orchid flounces.  
Wow!   $38.00 

SPINE TINGLER  (T.Johnson 22) Purple standards 
with a nice yellow edge.  Falls are a deep purple with a narrow 
near white edge.  A central white luminata patch surrounds the 
beard.  A super strong grower that has nice show stems and makes 
a spectacular clump. $38.00

SPLASH OUT  (Black 21) Gold standards with burgundy 
center flush; Falls deep burgundy with lighter band and tangerine 
beards.  Show stems!  Dramatic!   $26.00

SPLIT TICKET  (Keppel 21) White S; F deep purple 
with light lavender ruffled edge.  Orange beards.    $26.00 

STARDUST EVENING (Black 21) Standards dark 
indigo purple; Falls dark indigo with lighter edge and old gold 
beards.  $24.00

STARRY STARRY NIGHT  (Black 22) Deep purple 
standards with white flushed in the midrib.   Deeper royal velvet 
purple black falls.  White tipped orange beards.  Nice and a good 
parent.  $38.00

STEAL YOUR HEART  (Black 18) Near solid purple 
standards; falls white w/ precise purple band & narrow center line.  
Buds & show stems.  Nice!!   $12.00  

STITCHES (T.Johnson 19) Light yellow standards with 
darker yellow stitched plicata edge; Falls white with precise violet 
stitched edge.  Clean and nice!  $15.00  
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STOKED  (T.Johnson 22) Very light lavender standards 
with a darker center.  Falls are a deep orchid lavender with red 
beards.  Beautiful ruffled form.  A choice iris.  $37.00

STOP THE PRESSES  (Black 22) Bright mid orange 
self with dark orange beards.  Great branching with 8 buds.  
 $38.00

STRAWBERRY BLISS  (T.Johnson 21)  Pink 
standards; falls medium rosy pink with deeper band and near red 
beards.  Nice!   $26.00 

STRAWBERRY FREEZE (T.Johnson 12) White S; 
Dark red purple fall with wide pale lilac band. Ruffled! $10.00

STREAK ATTACK   (Black 22) Brownish plum with 
white rays by the beard.  Nice variegated foliage that has a purple 
base.    $37.00

STRIKE A CHORD  (T.Johnson 21)  Medium 
lavender standards and wide ruffled edge on deep purple falls w/ 
orange beards.  Show stalks!   Wow!!   $26.00 

STUCK ON YOU  (T.Johnson 21) Pink S infused 
lavender; F deep rich lavender violet. Show stems.  $25.00 

SUGARBABY (T.Johnson 22) A steely lavender orchid 
self with a lighter center on the falls.  Nicely ruffled.  A gorgeous 
and unusual shade.    $36.00

SUN PEEKING OUT  (Black 22) Light yellow 
standards.  Falls have a white ground with a lemon-yellow dotted 
edge and haft.   $36.00

SUNDOWN BEACH (T.Johnson 22) Medium 
yellow standards.  Falls are medium yellow that blends into a wide 
light rose band.  Very ruffled and unique.  Show stems. $36.00

SUNSET LODGE  F (Blyth 22) A smooth reddish-
brown self with yellow orange beards.  A really rich and smooth 
color.   $38.00 

SUPERCHARGED (Ghio 19) Golden yellow S flushed 
slightly with burgundy.  Falls super clean burgundy red.  Beautiful 
ruffles and stems.  $15.00

SUSSUDIO (T.Johnson 19) Smooth salmon to orange 
blend with beautiful coral pink beards.  Very pretty color!  $15.00 

SWEET CITY WOMAN (T.Johnson 18) Light 
salmon pink standards, Rich deep claret rose falls w/ burnt orange 
bd.  Wonderful show stems & a great parent.   $12.00

SWEET TALKER (T.Johnson 20) Deep plum S and 
edge on medium lavender-purple F; Bushy lavender and orange 
beards.  Wonderful stems with 10 buds!  Overlooked!  $20.00
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SWING DANCER (T.Johnson 18) Standards light lilac; 
falls plush deep violet with lighter washed edge.  Ruffled and 
lightly laced!   $12.00

SWIVEL HIPS (T.Johnson 16) Smoky pink S and deep 
royal purple falls. Nicely ruffled and formed. Stalks!  $10.00

TABOO  (T.Johnson 21) Yellow standards with lighter 
edge; Falls deep purple with lavender center stripe and band.  
Nicely ruffled and formed flowers on great stems.   $26.00 

TAMALE TIME  (Keppel 20) Old gold standards; 
yellow ground falls with wide port wine border haft and wide center 
stripe.   $20.00 

TARANIS (Miller 22) Flesh standards are flushed red 
violet in the center.  Falls are a dark red violet to black. Very sharp 
looking.   $38.00 

THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT (T.Johnson 19) 
Bright yellow S; F are yellow with lighter area in center flushed with 
a heavy maroon wash to the edge.  Different and bright!  $15.00

THAT’S MY GIRL (T.Johnson 22) Icy white 
standards with orange pinkish orange centers.  Falls are deep coral 
pink with a lighter center and red beard.  Very nice color and great 
stems.  $36.00

THINK DIAMONDS  (Blyth 21)  F   Standards icy 
blue white edged w/ deep lemon centers; F blue white with deep 
gold hafts, lemon veining and distal edge.  We like!   $25.00 

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS (Black 
19) Super brilliant canary yellow glaciata with big white clean 
white patch around beard.  Nice!  $15.00

THUNDERING APPLAUSE (T.Johnson 20) 
Creamy white standards infused pink; falls light lemon with violet 
lines becoming more solid near the gold band.  Large, full, ruffled, 
blooms.  Fades a bit with age but still gorgeous!  $20.00

TIME CAPSULE  (Black 22) Brassy gold with deep 
red violet centers.  Falls are white with a yellow edge. Beards are a 
frosted blue.   $38.00

TIME OUT (Black 18) Rich vibrant cantaloupe orange 
with darker hafts and vivid orange beards.  Very bright!!    $12.00

TIMELESS TREASURE (T.Johnson 19)  Peach 
pink standards; falls have peach pink hafts and edge with deeper 
violet central wash.  Makes a nice clump!  $15.00

TO TOO TWO  (Black 22) Raspberry rose standards 
and band on cream light peach falls.  Beards are bright orange.  
Gorgeous form.   $38.00
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TOO MIXED UP  (Black 22) Light lavender with 
random streaks and splashes of deep lavender violet and peach 
touched hafts.   $38.00

TOP CHOICE (T.Johnson 20) Coral pink standards; 
falls are lavender pink with coral hafts and deep shrimp pink 
beards.  Form! Ruffles!  Beautiful!   $20.00

TORONTO (T.Johnson 11) Buff peach standards. Velvety 
dark maroon falls. Ruffled & lightly laced. Beautiful! $10.00

TOTALLY CHARMED (Blyth 21)  F   White 
standards with pink infused centers; Falls salmon peach with 
lighter edge.  Ruffled and well branched.   $25.00 

TRACKS OF MY TEARS  (Black 21) Near solid dark 
lilac standards with white ground showing through; Falls white 
ground with heavy dark lilac plicata dotting.   $24.00 

TREASURE BAY (T.Johnson 19) Icy blue white 
standards over light lavender F with darker diffused band.  
Gorgeous show stems and wonderful form.  Elegant!   $15.00

TRENDING (T.Johnson 19) Eggshell standards with 
opal pink centers; falls medium lavender brushed darker with inky 
blue beards.  Stems! Beard!  $15.00

TROPICAL BREEZE (T.Johnson 20) An unusual 
and gorgeous shade of antique rose and pink with a wide lemon-
peach blended band on standards and falls; very ruffled and 
beautiful!!   $20.00

TRUE COLORS (Keppel 20) Yellow-orange standards; 
falls violet in the center lightening slight to a blended peach-violet 
blend; tangerine beards.  Beautiful clean bicolor!   $20.00

TRUTH OR DARE (T.Johnson 18) Our runaway best 
–selling first year intro of all time!!  A totally unique creation that 
is proving itself as a parent as well.    $14.00

TURKISH TAPESTRY (Keppel 20) Yellow ground 
standards with salmon pink plicata overlay darker at midrib and a 
lighter edge; falls yellow ground with near solid deep red violet 
dotted overlay and lighter edge.   $20.00

TURN BACK TIME (T.Johnson 22) Light yellow 
standards, darker at the edge.  Falls are white with a narrow precise 
blue violet band and haft.  Tall show stems.  Makes a very showy 
clump.   $36.00

TWILIGHT RHAPSODY (T.Johnson 16) Blended 
yellow standards with plush maroon falls edged light lavender, 
then gold.  $10.00

UNBRIDLED PASSION (T.Johnson 22) Orchid 
pink standards with darker edges.  Falls are near white with a 
medium orchid edge.  Very lacy with nice stems.   $38.00
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What A What A 
LookerLooker

UNDER DOG  (Black 19) Dusky spiced rose with lighter 
fall centers.  Wonderful stems and color! Ruffled!  $15.00

UNTAMED GLORY (T.Johnson 21) A flattie that is 
more like a magnolia bloom in shape.  Orange-pink with irregular 
white patches.   $25.00 

VINTAGE LOOK (T.Johnson 20) eggshell white 
standards; falls white overlaid lilac to lavender.  Style crests are 
edged turquoise!  Lovely pastel!!   $18.00

VIVACITY F (Blyth 22) White with a narrow blue fall 
stitched edge and haft.  Gorgeous in clump with beautiful form 
and stems.    $38.00 

VOULEZ VOUS (T.Johnson 15) Lavender washed 
maroon six falled flat. Butter styles. Neat. Superb stalks. $10.00

WALK RIGHT BACK (T.Johnson 20) Light lemon 
buff standards infused salmon; falls deep rose pink with tangerine 
bds.  A wonderful and showy early variety with 11 buds on show 
stems.  $20.00

WATER WALTZ (T.Johnson 14) Silvery mid blue 
reverse bitone with alluring suede finish. Big undulating ruffles. 
Strong show stalks. $10.00

WATERCOLOR PRINT (T.Johnson 15) Violet 
white. Wide mid violet fall band with paler watermark inner band. 
Big glowing marigold beards. $10.00

WATERS EDGE  (Black 22) Icy blue white standards 
with deep blue centers.  Falls are icy blue white with a deeper edge.
Tan gold beards.   $36.00

WEALTH (Keppel 20) Mustard gold S infused violet; F 
full deep mustard yellow;  Bright and beautiful! $18.00

WHAT A CIRCUS (T.Johnson 20) Standards are 
white with near solid gold overlay; Falls lavender red-violet with a 
deep magenta wash starting at the hafts.  Spectacular and showy 
garden iris!    $20.00

WHAT A FEELING (T.Johnson 17) White standards 
infused lemon.  White falls with wide washed violet band and 
yellow hafts.   $10.00

WHAT A LOOKER  (Black 22) Solid medium pink 
including the beards with nice branching and bud count.  Popular 
with visitors.   $40.00

WHAT A PARTY (T.Johnson 18) Yellow to gold 
blended standards; Falls have a large purple black “signal” 
surrounded by a medium lavender band & finally a buff gold edge.  
Very beautiful!! $13.00
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WHEN DOVES CRY (T.Johnson 18) Icy lavender 
white S infused lemon; F are plush burgundy w/ wide precise 
lavender band and darker wire rim.  Nice!     $12.00

WHIMSICAL LADY  (T.Johnson 22) Deep peachy 
orange standards haft and lighter edge on cream falls.  Beautiful 
wide ruffled form and nice stems and growth. $36.00

WHIRL AND SPARKLE (Black 18) White standards 
and edge on rose violet falls.  Nicely ruffled with great stems and 
growth.  Nice!!   $12.00

WHISPER MY NAME  (T.Johnson 22) Light blue 
pink standards over lavender white falls with a slightly darker edge 
and powder blue beards.  Gorgeous tall show stems.. $36.00

WHY BE NORMAL (T.Johnson 14) Novelty six falls. 
Caramel with darker hafts and center line.  $10.00

WICKED GOOD (Black 12) Light blue S blended 
darker up midrib. Dramatic plush black purple falls banded mid 
lilac then purple black wire rims. Unique & wonderful! $11.00

WILD STREAK (Black 20) Buff peach standards with 
random mid lilac segments; F pale peach w/ darker peach hafts and 
edge.  F is overall randomly streaked and washed grape.  Beautiful 
with show stems!!   $20.00 

WILD SURPRISE (T.Johnson 20) Deep golden 
yellow S; F white with deep lemon hafts and a wide violet band and 
narrow brown edge.  Colorful, more so in cooler weather. $20.00

WILL YOU BE MINE (Black 18) Wide blocky ruffled & 
laced near solid pink standards; falls light pink with lighter centers.  
Super growth and show stems!   $12.00

WIND BENEATH MY WINGS (Black 19) 
Light pink standards edged in ivory.  Falls Light buff peach with 
ivory edges.  Form! Stem!   $15.00

WINTER’S SMILE (Black 16) Fantastically ruffled 
white with yellow infused standards and haft.  $10.00

WITCH’S SPELL  (T.Johnson 20) White standards, 
falls  are a deep violet washed over lavender with a lavender 
band.  $18.00

WOMAN’S LOVE (Blyth 19) F   Soft pink standards 
over falls that are pastel magenta deepening towards edge.  
Beautiful and nice stems!  $15.00 

WORD GAME (T.Johnson 22) Very light-yellow 
standards with a darker edge.  Falls are medium orchid with a 
lighter center around orange beards.  Strong growth and show 
stems.   $36.00

Wild Wild 
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You Can JiveYou Can Jive

WRAP HER UP  (T.Johnson 21) Apricot to salmon 
standards; Falls rich magenta rose with orange beards.  Nice color 
contrast!  Show stems!  $26.00 

YOU CAN JIVE  (T.Johnson 22) Lemon yellow 
standards.  Falls are lavender with a deeper center wash, deep 
lemon hafts and a yellow edge.  Strong grower makes startling 
clumps!!   $36.00

YOU FLIRT  (T.Johnson 18) Bright deep lemon yellow 
standards; falls rich burgundy w/ narrow lemon edge.  Nicely 
ruffled.  Very dramatic!!  $12.00

YOU PRETTY THING  (T.Johnson 22) Standards 
are cream with pink centers and a lemon edge.  Falls are cream 
with a medium lavender band and center stripe.  A very pretty 
pastel.   $38.00

YOU’RE A MESS  (Black 20) Mulberry standards with 
random palest violet streaks; F light mulberry with random streaks 
of darker mulberry; Clump! Stems!   $20.00

YOU’RE THE ONE (T.Johnson 19) Medium 
lavender pink S and haft on very light pink falls with frosted powder 
blue beards.  Nice show stems! Late! $15.00

ZIP TO THE MOON (Blyth 21)  F   White standards 
with heavy gold centers; Falls rich golden yellow, slightly darker at 
edge.  Tangerine beard. $24.00 

ZIP ZING ZOWIE  (Black 21) ) S lavender w/ deeper 
broken color segments; F a mix of cream & yellow w/ lighter edge.  
F are also overlaid w/ violet lines and broken color.   $26.00
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BABY BLUSH   (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Late 13" 
(33cm). No fragrance.  Standards are peach with white 
ground centers that are overlaid pink.  Falls have light 
peach ground that is then overlaid deep rose pink.  Hafts 
and edge are peach, beards are tangerine.  4 Buds on 
heavy blooming clumps.  Sdlg. TM173I: Alaia X Sweet 
Tweet  $25.00

CANDLELIT EVENING  (T. Johnson ’23) 
SDB Early 11” (28cm). Slight fragrance.  Very light yellow 
to cream standards with a slight pink infusion in the 
center.  Falls have a large violet signal with a wide cream 
band and yellow area around orange beards.  A very 
striking iris and is a standout in clump.  Sdlg.  TM209C: 
Perfect Look X Bug Zoo       $25.00

CAPTIVATING ONE  (T. Johnson ’23) 
SDB Midseason 13” (33cm). Slight fragrance.  A very 
dramatic and striking flower with large showy orange 
beards.  Medium blue violet standards and band on 
deep rich magenta falls.  Sdlg. TM72A: Perfect Look X 
TM185A: (Galaxy Quest x Woody Woodpecker pollen 
parent).    $25.00

DETAIL ORIENTED   (T. Johnson ’23) SDB 
Midseason-Late 13” (33cm).  Slight fragrance.  Peach to 
orange standards and narrow band on light mauve pink 
falls. There is a violet plicata overlay around the beard & 
inside the narrow band. We are using this one heavily in 
breeding to intensify the unique contrasting band on the 
falls.  Nicely ruffled, flashy and charming.  Sdlg. TL304A:  
(sib to Alaia pod parent x (Pirate Baby x Raspberry Crisp)) 
X Alaia $25.00

EASY BANTER  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 
12” (30.5cm). Sweet Fragrance.  Rich red violet with a 
deep maroon-black fall spot.  Beards have a white base 
with yellow tips.  Any easy grower with large yellow 
beards that really pop.  Sdlg. TL278B: Cherry Hollow X 
Roaring Fire.   $25.00

ENDORA  (T. Johnson ’23) IB Early 12” 
(30.5cm). Slight fragrance.  Creamy white standards 
are heavily overlaid with light plum in the centers with a 
flesh pink band.  White ground falls have a wide dramatic 
purple to near black band and center stripe.  Vivid tanger-
ine beards complete this dramatic look.  Super strong 
grower that is a very prolific bloomer.  Show stems!  Sdlg. 
TM187A: Tasty Treat X Law And Order.         $35.00

HAPPY PLACE  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 
14” (36cm). Slight fragrance.  Happy Place got its name 
based on its cheery nature.  It is just such a happy iris that 
makes me smile.  Brilliant canary yellow self with a white 
line extending below the large bushy white beards.  The 
falls are slightly darker yellow in the center.  Very bright 
and a favorite.  Sdlg. TK283A: Hit The Jackpot pod parent 
X Ribbit pollen parent.     $25.00

HASHTAG  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 12” 
(30.5cm). Slight fragrance.  Very light yellow-orange 
standards.  Falls have a white ground that is completely 
lined with deep maroon red lines and veins.  The hafts 
are touched yellow.  Beards are white with tangerine hair 
tips.  Very striking and the first lined SDB in this color 
that we know of.   The parents of this one are the two iris 
named after our two little dogs.  Sdlg. TM175A: Alaia X 
Tula.   $25.00

I BELIEVE  (T. Johnson ’23)  BB  Late 26” 
(66cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  Pure white with a large 
blue signal around the beard.  Orange beards.  A totally 
unique breakthrough color and pattern in this class.  It 
is from TB breeding but exhibits all the good traits of a 
BB with smaller foliage and more refined well branched 
stems.  Beautiful!!  Sdlg.  TG130G: sib to Courageous One 
and Simple Magic  $50.00

THOMAS JOHNSON 

MEDIAN INTRODUCTIONS
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JEWEL HEIST   (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Mid-
season 11” (28cm). Musky fragrance.  Yet again another 
introduction from the fabulous parent Alaia.  These colors 
are in neon.  Standards and styles have pink centers with 
light orange edges.  Falls have a pink ground with violet 
dots at haft and below beard.  Fall edges blend from pink 
to orange.  Enormous busy red-orange beards.  Incredi-
ble!  Sdlg. TK293E: Alaia X Sweet Devotion. $25.00

KISSING BOOTH   (T. Johnson ’23) Tet MTB 
Early-Midseason-Late 26” (66cm). Slight fragrance.  
There was never any doubt whether this iris would get 
introduced or not.  The color is rich pink with orange tones 
and orange beards, but what makes Kissing Booth shine 
is its bloom habits.  The last two years it bloomed heavily 
for an entire month.  Absolutely spectacular in full flower 
that lasts and lasts.  Lots of buds and good form on nicely 
branched stems.  Lots of sequential stalks contribute to 
its long bloom season.  Sdlg. TL252XX: Start The Party X 
Hippy Chick.   $30.00

LAVA BURST   (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 10” 
(25.5cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  Clear brilliant canary 
to golden yellow standards.  Falls have a golden yellow 
ground that is almost completely overlaid with molten 
maroon-red.  Nicely ruffled and great contrast.  Makes 
startling clumps.  Sdlg.  TL299D: Alaia X (Unwritten x sib 
to Parade Star). $25.00

LITTLE BIT IN LOVE  (T. Johnson ’23) 
SDB Early 13” (33cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  Melon 
pink standards have a light lavender plicata dotted edge.  
Falls are cream with violet plicata dotting heavier at the 
hafts and lighter and fainter toward petal edge.  Lovely 
ruffled and formed flowers are held on stalks carrying 4 
buds.  Sdlg. TM173G: sib to Baby Blush.    $25.00

LOOK AT YOU    (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 
11” (28cm). Sweet fragrance.  Brilliant rust red with a 
deeper fall spot with a brilliant yellow beard.  Three buds 
on this dazzling little beauty.  Sdlg. TL295A:  Prego X 
Roaring Fire.       $25.00

M A G I C 
IN THE 
AIR    (T. 
Jo h n s o n 
’23)  SDB 
R e b l o o m 

Early-Midsea-
son 11” (28cm). 

Sweet fragrance.  
Medium violet blue 

standards and rim on deep violet falls.  Beards are 
orange, then becoming violet blue with orange hair tips.  
Strong rebloom tendencies, having rebloomed for me 
both in later spring and fall. A very showy and strong 
grower.  Sdlg. TK264A: Prego X Oh Canada   $25.00

MIGHT EXPLODE    (T. Johnson ’23) SDB 
Early 12” (30.5cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  Large ruffled 
and round flowers that are red with a deeper fall spot. 
Humungous yellow-orange beards are quite startling!  
Three buds and strong growth.  We love this one!  Sdlg. 
TL295E: sib to Look At You.  $25.00

PRACTICAL 
MAGIC  (T. 
Johnson ’23) 
MDB Midsea-
son 7.5” (19cm)   
S l ight  sweet 
fragrance.  Blue 
violet to purple 
standards over 
purple-black falls.  

Saturated showy yellow-orange beards complete the 
look.  Three buds on cute little plants.  Sdlg. TL277B: 
Cherry Hollow X Kay.  $25.00

RIDDLER (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 12” 
(30.5cm). Sweet fragrance. Wow!  This is a favorite that I 
look forward to blooming each year.  Such a strange but 
pretty and intriguing combination of colors.  Check out 
the website photos of it to see the variations as it ages.  
Super grower and prolific bloomer.  Recommended!!  
Sdlg. TM184B: Drifter X Brevity. $25.00
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ROAD RAGE  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Early 13” 
(33cm). Sweet fragrance.  Brilliant gold standards.  Falls 
have a medium gold ground with a heavily dotted and 
stitched red violet plicata haft and narrow petal edge.  
Huge near red beards are intensely saturated.  Fantastic 
wide, round, and ruffled form on nice stems carrying 
three buds.  Sdlg. TL298B: Alaia X Twitter Bug.     $25.00

S C O R C H -
ING HOT  (T. 
Johnson ’23) 
S D B  M i d s e a s o n 
12”  (35cm). Sweet 
fragrance.  Golden yellow 
standards with a rust-red infusion at the midrib.  Falls are 
near solid mahogany-red with a little bit of gold showing 
through and a pencil thin gold petal edge.  Vigorous and 
showy with three buds.  Beautiful clumps!  Sdlg. TL303C: 
Alaia sib X (My Little Friend pod parent x (Brash And Sassy 
x Galaxy Quest)).  $25.00

STARCHASER  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Ear-
ly-midseason 11” (28cm). Slight fragrance.  Sky blue 
standards and wide band on indigo blue falls.  Showy 
white beards have the slightest orange hair tips.  Makes 
beautiful clumps.  Sdlg. TM72B: Captivating One sib.
 $25.00

SUPERSTITIOUS  (T. Johnson ’22)  IB 
Early-midseason 26” (66cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  
Standards have a light yellow ground with a near solid 
mulled wine overlay, deeper at the edge.  Falls have a 
lime yellow ground with a deep wine-red dotted petal 
edge and wide center line below the yellow-orange 
beard.  Super!  Sdlg. TM187D: Endora sib.    $35.00

SWEET BABY JANE   (T. Johnson ’23) 
SDB Early 11” (28cm). Musky fragrance.  Brilliant gold 
standards with maroon infusions in the centers.  Falls 
have a canary yellow ground with a near solid wide deep 
wine plicata band and random dots and stripes below the 
orange beards.  Sdlg. TL299B:  Lava Burst sib.    $25.00

SWEET VERSE  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB Mid-
season 13” (33cm). Light sweet fragrance.  Essentially 
Sweet Verse is a pink plicata, showing more lilac at times.  
The beards are a lovely shrimp color which makes for a 
striking combination.  Super grower with great form, 
bloom habits, and 4 buds per stalk.  Sdlg. TM180A: Sweet 
Tweet X Tasty Treat.     $25.00

WITCH WAY   (T. Johnson ’23) IB Early-mid-
season 26” (66cm). Slight sweet fragrance.  Reddish 
brown standards blended with some yellow at the edges.  
Falls are lemon yellow with a deep maroon red haft and 
wide band.  Gorgeous form, with nice stalks and heavy 
bloom.  There are several sisters from this cross that will be 
introduced, all in different colors.  Sdlg. TM187E: Super-
stitious sib.   $35.00

YOU’VE GOT THIS  (T. Johnson ’23) SDB 
Early 11” (28cm). Sweet fragrance.  Lavender blue with 
a large black cherry fall spot combined with large white 
beards.  Quite a dramatic showoff and a favorite since its 
maiden bloom.  Sdlg. TL319B: (TI295A x (Thump x lab) x 
(Oh Canada x Parade Lap)) X Prego.   $25.00
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ABSOLUTE PERFECTION   (Black ‘23) IB 
Early-Late 25” (33cm). Pronounced musky fragrance. I 
think without a doubt this is the finest of the black and 
white plicata IBs. Iridescent purple-black standards reveal 
just a bit of white plic ground centers. White falls have 
wide black plic bands with purple interior markings. 
Show stalks have 2 branches plus spur and 7-8 buds. 
Vigorous growth and increase. Stunning clumps. It is 
fertile. Sdlg. AA277A: Midnight Velvet X Lap of Luxury 
 $35.00

BACON AND EGGS   (Black ‘23) SDB Mid-
season-Late 13” (33cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. 
Sunnyside up light yellow standards sit atop mid red-
brown bacon falls with a little egg at hafts and around 
them. Clumps are filled with stalks and plenty of increase 
left for next year. Sdlg. BB195C: Before The Dawn X Mesa 
Sunrise  $25.00

BLAZING ORANGE  (Black ‘23) BB Mid-
season-Late 26” (66cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. 
This fiery apricot orange will instantly command your 
attention when you walk into your garden. Bright it 
is. Dark plum hafts showcase vivid red-orange beards. 
Show stalks have 3 branches and 8-9 buds. Makes quick 
clumps. Sdlg. Z125A: Time Out X Shivaree  $40.00

CLEAR VIEW  (Black ‘23) SDB Midseason-Late 
13” (33cm). No fragrance. Chalky pale lilac standards 
have wide light mauve finely lined bands. Dark red 
purple falls have white veins over hafts and short 
light violet dart at end of light orange to white beards. 
Very pretty ruffled form. Sdlg. BB245B: Black Y270A: 
(involved) X By The Sea  $25.00

DEMURE PRINCESS   (Black ‘23) SDB Ear-
ly-Midseason 13” (33cm). Pronounced spicy fragrance. 
Absolutely beautiful in every way – form, color and plants. 
Round and gently ruffled falls of mid violet blue flowers 
have large darker violet blue spots with white darts over 
hafts. Soft pale blue beards are the perfect accent. Evenly 
distributed stalks throughout the clump. Sdlg. BB199F: 
Zaa Zaa Zing sib  $25.00

DESERT DYNAMO    (Black ‘23) AB OGB- 
Late 32” (81cm). Slight sweet fragrance. Big flowers are 
carried on show branched stalks with 2 branches and 5 
buds. Pale violet white standards have light buff filigree 
overall. Large smoky tan styles peer out over mid grayed 
rosy violet blended falls. Dark Dutch chocolate beards 
end in dark grape aril signals. Sdlg. BB185A: Smokin’ 
Hot X Big Band  $30.00

BOOM  (Black ‘23) SDB Midseason-Late 15” 
(38cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. It is spring’s 
explosion of color. Light peach standards are a soft foil 
for the raucous mid plum falls widely banded  light rosy 
mauve. Bright dark orange beards go “Boom”! Clumps 
are filled with stalks. Robust growth. Sdlg. BB227A: Hey 
Look At Me X Yoda  $25.00

CANDY TYCOON  (Black ‘23) MTB (tet) Mid-
season-Late 25” (63cm). No fragrance. This tycoon has 
cornered the market on pink cotton candy blooms. Light 
peach pink standards and styles top falls with pale peach 
pink hafts lined and sanded mid rose-pink blending to 
wide rose band then narrowly edged light peach pink. 
Coral pink beards are the perfect accessory. Super show 
stalks have 4 branches and sometimes rebranch with 
9-14 buds. Sdlg. AA166G: Black X201C: (Black T171E, 
Casual Attire pod parent x Black T171D, sib) X Black 
Y179A, Bright Victory sib  $30.00

CINEMAGIC  (Black ‘23) SDB Early 13” (33cm). 
Pronounced sweet fragrance. Mid gold standards and 
styles glow above wide mid ruby falls blended lighter 
toward edges. Light violet beards tipped black-brown 
terminate in wide black cherry center stripes. Nice breed-
ing for broken color SDBs. Sdlg. BB246D: Black Y278B: 
(Black V316F, Circus Act sib x Don’t Fix It) X Yoda  $25.00

PAUL BLACK 
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FLIPPANT  (Black ‘23) IB Midseason-Late 24” 
(61cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. Who can get 
too serious with a clump filled with these wildly colored 
jokers? What one can take seriously are the superbly 
formed flowers carried in abundance on show stalks. 
Cream standards have wide maroon plicata bands and 
heavily marked centers. Light yellow falls have wide 
maroon plicata bands. Widely spaced dramatic dark 
maroon veins course downward. Vivid marigold beards 
shout, “I don’t care!”. Show stalks have 2 branches plus 
spur and 8-9 buds. An exceptional garden variety. Sdlg. 
Z167A: Black U194G, Peppito sib X Cat Tales  $30.00

FUTURISTIC  (Black ‘23) SDB Midseason-Late 
12” (30cm). Slight sweet fragrance. There are very 
subtle light tan broken color segments. Mid old gold 
beards give a little life to these more somber colors. 
‘Futuristic’ is fertile and can produce variegated foliage 
and broken color flowers but progress is slow. Sdlg. 
Y262A: Black V277B: (Black S283B: (Black O335B, Bur-
lesque Cutie pod parent x Worry Wart) x Eye Of The Tiger) 
X Black V324A, Egghead sib  $25.00

GALACTIC GIGOLO   (Black ‘23) AB (OGB-) 
Early-Midseason 22” (56cm). No fragrance. For those 
unsure of growing arilbreds, this ¼ bred is for you. It 
grows as easily and vigorously as a SDB or IB. Standards 
are light lilac with mid gold bases, random dark violet 
flecks and gold stitched band. Styles are dark apricot 
gold. Big bold dark to ruby blended fall spots are widely 
banded mid ochre. Dark marigold beards are tipped dark 
garnet and end in small diffuse black aril signals. Vig-
orous growth produces showy clumps filled with stalks. 
Sdlg. CC145A: Shaman’s Magic X Black AA211A, Sassy 
Salsa sib  $30.00

DIFFERENT PATH    (Black ‘23) BB Early-Mid-
season 26” (66cm). Slight sweet fragrance. In addition 
to using the species I. junonia in my SDB breeding, I’ve 
also used it in TB breeding to bring new genes into pli-
catas. In only two generations, form is modern and show 
stalks have been the norm. Gently ruffled standards 
are mid tan-gold rouged light rose over centers. White 
blended to butter ground falls have rosy plum plic hafts 
and 1” bands. Mid-marigold beards echo the standards. 
Easy growth produces quick clumps filled with stalks 
having 4 branches and 8-9 buds. Sdlg. Z149A: Black 
X220A: (Barbara May x I. junonia) X House of Cards 
 $40.00

DREAM OF DREAMS   (Black ‘23) SDB Late-
Very Late 15” (38cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. This 
little jewel represents one more refinement in a many 
generations quest for late blooming, multi-budded 
and branched stalks with shorter foliage so all flowers 
can be seen. I place it close to the top of my breeding 
accomplishments. Clear mid yellow flowers are born on 
2 branches plus spur and 7-8 buds. That sort of stalk and 
buds would make even a TB proud. Stalks are mid slate 
purple. Now the challenge is to add more colors and pat-
terns. Imagine the breeding potential represented here. 
An easy candidate for “Queen of Show”. Sdlg. AA157A: 
Continuation X Black Y191A, Perfectly Composed sib 
 $25.00

DROP DEAD GORGEOUS  (Black ‘23) 
BB Late-Very Late 24” (61cm). Slight musky fragrance. 
You’ll return again and again to gaze upon this sultry 
siren. Full, classically formed flowers have smooth mid-
dark garnet standards. Velvety black cherry falls are 
delicately edged in narrow paler ruffles. Glowing light 
yellow hafts are veined and sanded black cherry and 
adorned with smoldering burnt orange beards. Clean, 
vigorous growth produces show stalks with 3 branches 
and 7-9 buds. The IB ‘Morning Show’ was used to provide 
a different genetic base in the quest for “the red iris”. Sdlg. 
Z121A: Black V170A: (Morning Show x Black P248B, Hi 
Love pollen parent) X Black X59A, Radiant Garnet sib 
 $40.00

FEELING PRETTY   (Black ‘23) SDB Late-Very 
Late 15” (38cm). Pronounced spicy fragrance. These 
clear, soft pastel colors will provide a calming presence for 
your garden. The light peach to greenish cream glaciata 
flowers are a perfect foil for taller, more colorful compan-
ions. Flowers are a bit larger than usual for the class. Can 
be used to breed quality plicatas, luminatas and more 
glaciatas. Sdlg. Z178A: Black V296B, Cool Dude sib X 
House of Cards  $25.00

FINE OUTFIT   (Black ‘23) MTB (diploid) Mid-
season 21” (53cm). No fragrance. This outfit comes 
from an interesting genetic mix of diploid and tetraploid 
parents plus an unknown. In trial crosses, ‘Fine Outfit’ has 
been fertile in diploid crosses but not tetraploid. Tradi-
tional diploid type flowers have mid lilac standards with 
darker fine lines overall. Elongated white hafts have wide 
dark purple veins with lower half being solid dark purple 
with white wire rim. Two branches sport 7 buds. Striking 
clumps filled with stalks and bloom. Sdlg. BB168N: Little 
White Tiger X Interject  $30.00

ShadowShadow
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GENTLE SIGH  (Black ‘23) MTB (tet) Midsea-
son-Late 24” (61cm). Slight sweet fragrance. Standards 
of white flowers have wide mid amethyst plicata bands 
and dotted centers. Falls have mid amethyst plicata 
stitched bands. White beards have interesting auburn 
tips over a light amethyst layer. Show stalks have 3 
branches plus spur and  10-11 buds. A lovely refinement 
in tetraploid MTBs. Sdlg. AA276C: To The Contrary X Deep 
In The Heart  $30.00

GONZO (Black ‘23) BB Midseason-Late 25” 
(63.5cm). Slight spicy fragrance. Great substance! 
This cross gave a wide range of unique colors and pat-
terns and most having superior branching and buds. 
Standards and styles are mid greenish yellow. Hafts of 
greenish cream falls are veined mid rosy brown changing 
to solid edgings along upper half. Dark pumpkin beards 
add a bit of warmth. Superbly proportioned flowers are 
carried on show stalks with 3-4 branches and 9-11 buds. 
No mistaking this for any other.  $40.00

INTERJECT  (Black ‘23) MTB dip Midsea-
son-Late 20” (51cm). No fragrance. This cross again 
illustrates the unusual fertility between tetraploid and 
diploid MTBs that nobody seems to be able to adequately 
explain. The seedlings from my cross W195 proved to be 
sterile in crosses I made. A smart bee gave me one seed 
that is ‘Interject’. It is fertile with diploids and is being 
introduced to add more genes to the diploid MTB mix. 
Standards and styles are mid gold. Upper half of falls 
are white veined mid old gold and lower half is mid 
gold washed Dijon and rimmed in gold. Stalks have 2 
branches and spur with 7-8 buds. Sdlg. Z159A: W195I: 
(S233A: (Redrock Princess x Ah Yes) x Mullinax Butterfly, 
unknown diploid) X unkown bee  $30.00

IT’S A SNAP   (Black ‘23) MDB Early-Midsea-
son 7” (18cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. What 
a welcome sight these cute little flowers are as spring 
begins to ramp up. Vigorous clumps cover themselves in 
masses of bloom. Mid-light brassy gold standards color 
repeats in wire rims around dark mahogany blended 
falls. Sdlg. BB195B, Bacon And Eggs sib  $25.00

MINI STRIPE  (Black ‘23) MDB Midseason 7” 
(18cm). No fragrance. ‘Mini Stripe’ is an eye-catching 
sport of a quite average purple seedling. Both stan-
dards and falls of silvery translucent white flowers have 
mid to dark violet lines etched overall and becoming a 
closer stitched fall band. White styles with violet lined 
crests nestle between upright standards.  Sdlg. Y269N: 
involved  $25.00

NEON FLASH  (Black ‘23) MDB Midseason-Late 
7.5” (19cm). No fragrance. The blazingly bright colors 
of ‘Neon Flash’ scream for attention. Mid-dark pink stan-
dards surround darker pink styles. Mid peach-pink falls 
are rouged rose at ends of clear pink beards. Cute little 
thumbnail sized blooms. Sdlg. BB226A: Hey Look At Me 
X Sweet Pink  $25.00

PATRIOTIC  (Black ‘23) BB Midseason-Very Late 
27” (69cm). I’ve been working a number of generations 
for a turquoise TB or at least one that leans well in that 
direction. I’ve been incorporating medians to give more 
genetic possibility. ‘Patriotic’ is a clear sky blue with fine 
dark blue lines over the falls. Classically formed flowers 
are carried on show stalks with 3 branches and spur 
providing 8-10 buds. Clumps are filled with stalks and 
bloom. Sdlg. AA148A: Poise And Charm X Black W164A: 
(Luxuriant x Black U67 mid blue sib to pollen parent of 
New Fangled)  $40.00

PAY THE PIPER  (Black ‘23) BB Midsea-
son-Late 26” (66cm). Slight spicy fragrance. Once 
you’ve paid the piper, he’ll give you this spectacular 
creation. It makes one of the finest clumps with masses 
of classically formed flowers that last for days from iron 
like substance. Standards are light buffy pink and styles 
mid buffy pink. Mid buffy pink falls are washed old rose 
becoming darker toward edges. Hafts are veined dark 
old rose as are lines overall. Flaming dark orange beards 
complete the piper’s act. Exceptionally well-proportioned 
flowers are carried on show stalks with 3-4 branches and 
9-12 buds. Sdlg. BB162E: Luscious Lips X Black Y171B: 
Luscious Lips sib  $40.00

PROCEEDING FORWARD    (Black ‘23) 
Spec-X Midseason-Late 12” (30cm). Slight sweet fra-
grance. Work to further exploit the superb traits of I. 
junonia continue with this cross to incorporate pink 
color into the mix. This is a breeders iris more than a pol-
ished modern SDB. Mid slate garnet flowers have rusty 
orange hafts with white veins. Two branches and 4 buds 
is normal. Sdlg. BB208A: Weird Science X Sweet Pink
 $25.00
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SPICED APPLES  (Black ‘23) BB Midsea-
son-Late 27” (68.5cm). Slight sweet fragrance. You’ll 
love the warm yummy colors of these ‘Spiced Apples’. 
Standards are light copper peach, styles mid copper. 
White fall hafts are mottled light wine then solid to 
edge. Light rosy peach centers blend to light then mid 
rosy-copper to edges and are circled with gilt gold rims 
and adorned with bright orange beards. Show stalks have 
4 branches plus spur and 11-14 buds. Superb parent. 
Sdlg. Z148B: Delectable Treat X Black W182D: (Black 
U78C:(Black R168C, Three Part Harmony sib x Grace 
And Charm) x Long And Winding Road pollen parent)
 $40.00

SPILT MILK   (Black ‘23) AB OGB- Mid-
season-Late 28” (71cm). Slight sweet fragrance. 
Interestingly, this cross had about 1/3 broken colored 
seedlings. I don’t know where it comes from. Ecru 
standards have light old gold centers turning to lines 
and then heavier stitched borders. Random rosy wine 
splashes further decorate them. Crests of dark gold styles 
are striped red-brown. White falls are heavily washed and 
mottled dark brown. Random streaks and flecks of white 
make it a bit whimsical. Multi-layered dark brown and 
old gold beards terminate in small black aril signals. 
Two well-spaced branches have 5 buds. Sdlg. BB186B: 
Smokin’ Hot X Let’s Play Dress Up  $30.00

TOUCH OF TURQUOISE   (Black ‘23) SDB 
Midseason-Late 12” (30cm). Pronounced sweet fra-
grance. What can I say, “it’s pretty”. Standards of gently 
ruffled white flowers are lined light lime up their midribs. 
Awesome light turquoise half-moon spots dress up the 
falls. White beards don’t distract. Sdlg. BB248C: Black 
Y295B, Two Faced sib X Two Faced  $25.00

ROBUST CLARET   
(Black ‘23) SDB Early-Mid-
season 15” (38cm). Pronounced 
sweet fragrance. The accent 
here is on robust. Single plants 
rapidly transform into big 
clumps that cover with bloom. 
Glistening mid ruby standards 

dance above velvety dark ruby falls with a network of 
fine black lines overall. Beards are neat half auburn and 
half mid violet. You’ll have plenty to give your neighbors. 
Sdlg. BB246E, Cinemagic sib  $25.00

SATIN BABY  (Black ‘23) SDB Early-Midseason 
11” (28cm). Slight musky fragrance. Everything about 
this baby is beautiful. Nicely ruffled standards are light-
mid buffy pink,  as are styles. Wonderfully round ecru falls 
have light tan to pink blended hafts and light buffy pink 
ruffled band. Beards are half tangerine and half white. 
What a subtle beauty! Sdlg. AA181B: Breathtaking X 
Nutmeg Mambo  $25.00

SHE’S A BEAUTY  (Black ‘23) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 13” (33cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. 
This beauty is another project that has taken more than 
a few generations to achieve, and it still isn’t finished. 
The goal is a clear pink amoena and blue/pink bicolor. 
Cool white standards have light green veins up midribs. 
Light peach falls blend to buttery yellow. White stripes at 
ends of half and half mid-orange and white beards add 
a unique touch. Sdlg. BB215A: Black X265C: involved X 
Burlesque Cutie  $25.00

PULSATING  (Black ‘23) MDB Midseason-Late 
7.5” (19cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. It is all about 
color for this little guy. Vivid mid yellow standards and 
styles beam above light buff falls with hafts heavily plic 
lined and sanded mid wine as well as narrow plic bands 
and darts at ends of bright orange beards. You can’t miss 
it in the forward border. Sdlg. AA264B: Black X332C, Jolly 
sib X Jolly  $25.00

RAGTOP  (Black ‘23) SDB Late-Very Late 15” 
(38cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. For breeders, 
here’s a lovely twofer for you, luminata and plicata on one 
side and lace of the other. It makes for an exciting parent. 
Ruffled and lightly laced khaki standards have slate red 
violet bases. Light khaki style crests are laced. Mid yellow 
hafts are veined mid mahogany and darker mahogany 
over lower half. A neat narrow ruffled and laced light 
khaki band encircles them. Soft old gold beards are the 
perfect complement. Sdlg. AA259D: Jolly X Bit of Lace 
 $25.00

RED HOT BLUES   (Black ‘23) SDB Early 12” 
(30cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. The layers of 
color in the falls is entrancing. Standards and styles are 
mid gold. Black cherry hafts of falls blend to mid rose 
and then are banded bronzy brown. Half burnt orange 
and mid lavender beards end with a darker violet flash 
at their end. Sdlg. BB246A: Black Y278B: (Black V316F, 
Circus Act x Don’t Fix It) X Yoda  $25.00
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BOLD ENERGY  (Miller ‘23) MTB Tet. Ear-
ly-midseason 21” (53cm). No fragrance. Lightly ruffled 
mulberry purple with red-orange beard. Nice stems with 
7-13 buds. Sdlg. 1319B: 3814A: ((5410B: (Ben A Factor 
x Red Trooper) x Raspberry Shocker)) X 916E: (2814A: (( 
Rose City x Raspberry Shocker sib) x Probie)). $30.00

CRAZY CHAOS   (Miller ‘23) MTB dip. Mid-
season-late 23” (58.5cm). No fragrance. Standards are 
white, splashed deep violet. Falls are washed and veined 
violet-blue with deep violet splashes. Dark yellow beards. 
Up to 17 buds! Sdlg. 1118A: 2415B: (Emoji x Gesond-
heit) X Chocolate Fountain $30.00

SPICY GAL  (Miller ‘23) MTB dip. Midsea-
son-late 16” (41cm). No fragrance.  Standards are old 
gold with darker sanded margins. Falls white bordered 
old gold with veins and dots of brownish-purple. Gold 
beards. 9-10 buds. Sdlg. 3918: 6814B: ((5610B: (Garden 
Imp x Survivor) x 2710A: (Garden Imp x persona)) X Pixel 
Packin’ Mama. $30.00

YOWZA  (Black ‘23) MTB (tet) Late-Very Late 22” 
(56cm). Slight sweet fragrance. Considerable breeding 
has taken place to create fuller and more ruffled MTBs. 
After years of refining, the goal has been achieved. These 
classically formed and ruffled blooms create an elegant 
presence. Mid lilac standards base blends upward to 
light mauve pink with gilt tan-gold rims. Mid mauve pink 
styles peer out over very round light buff-pink falls etched 
with plum veins over their hafts. Fluffy tangerine beards 
top it all off. Strong growth creates clumps filled with 
show stalks having 3 branches plus 2 spurs with 9-12 
buds. Exceptionally nice in every respect. Sdlg. AA161B: 
Black X185C, Queen Mum sib X Black Y196B, involved 
 $30.00

ZAA ZAA ZING     (Black ‘23) SDB Early-Mid-
season 15” (38cm). Pronounced sweet fragrance. Some 
seedlings are destined for introduction from the moment 
they open. This is one. It remains a favorite. White stan-
dards have light yellow centers changing to veining 
moving outward. Mid yellow styles echo the standards. 
Upper two-thirds of white falls are covered with heavy 
closely spaced dark red-brown veins and mottling. A 
white stripe bisects them. Neat half and half beards are 
mid gold ending in white. Makes a stunning and memo-
rable clump you won’t forget. Sdlg. BB199A: (Open Your 
Eyes X Cheery Blush)  $25.00

TRIPLE SMILES   (Black ‘23) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 13” (33cm). Slight sweet fragrance. Lovely 
form, pretty colors and robust clumps create ‘Triple 
Smiles’. Cameo pink standards sit pleasantly above mid 
lilac falls boldly adorned with dark red violet chevron 
spots. Colorful beards transition from dark orange to 
violet blue.  Sdlg. BB231B: Black Y234A: (Black U159A, 
Queen of Darkness pod parent x Breathtaking) X Yoda 
 $25.00

UNRULY SUR-
PRISE   (Black ‘23) 
SDB Midseason-Late 12” 
(30cm). No fragrance. 
Clumps of  ‘Unruly 
Surprise’ are covered 
with these more simply 
formed flowers. Stan-
dards are pale peach 
as are hafts and narrow 
bands around falls. Zingy 
orange beards punctuate 
the falls.  Sdlg. BB234A: 
Missing You X Kisses 
 $25.00

LYNDA MILLER 
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STANDARD DWARF 
BEARDED

Early blooming clumps with flower 
stalks 8" to 16" tall. Extremely vigorous. 
Fantastic edger for front of the border.

A LITTLE GOOD NEWS (T.
Johnson 14) Showy clumps filled 
with bloom. Clean and pretty color and 
pattern. $9.00

ALAIA (T. Johnson 18) Won-
derful form and color.  A favorite here!  
Recommended!!  $9.00 

ALGORITHM (Black 22) ) Icy 
blue white with deep brassy olive F 
veins.   $16.00 

ALL NATURAL  (Black 22)  Car-
amel S and band on white F.   $16.00 

ALL OF ME (T.Johnson 22) 
Brilliant coral pink self with white 
beards.  Wonderful! $16.00

BUDGIE (T. Johnson 21) Yellow 
with large, diffused rust spot and large 
orange bds.  Very round form.  $14.00 

BUG ZOO (Black 19) Yellow S, 
edge, haft and dart below beard on 
brown falls.  Crazy gorgeous! $10.00

BURSTING FLAMES (T.
Johnson 22)  Smooth black 
cherry bi-tone with yellow bds.  Flashy! 
 $16.00

BUSY AS A BEE   (Black 22)  A 
very complex colored plicata with gold 
rims.    $16.00 

BY THE SEA  (Black 21) White 
standards; deep blue falls with narrow 
light lavender rim & white bd.  Very flo-
riferous. $14.00 

CARROT FLASH (Black 17) 
Flashy orange with large flaming or-
ange beards. $11.00

ANTSY(T.Johnson 17) Nice 
brown falls spot pattern with blue 
beards. Different!      $9.00

ARTIST’S HAND (Black 19) A 
very unusual and pretty blending of 
color!  Different! $10.00

ATOM SMASHER  (T. John-
son 21) Gold S; rich, near solid 
cranberry F.  Flashy!    $14.00 

BEFORE THE DAWN (Black 
19) Very rounded golden petals 
blushed peach $10.00

BELIEVE (T. Johnson 21) Light 
pink with deeper pink wash on either 
side of blue bd.   $14.00 

BERRYLICIOUS (Black 19) 
Almost solid raspberry over white bi-
tone plicata. $10.00

BIT OF PINK   (Black 22)  Blue 
pink S and edge on icy white F with 
frosted blue bd.    $16.00 

BLUE EYED GIRL (T.John-
son 17) Yellow with darker yellow 
fall wash on either side of huge violet 
beards!!      $9.00

BLUEBEARD’S GHOST 
(Black 06) White with dark blue 
beards. Cook-Douglas Medal 2012.
 $9.00

BLUSHING DIAMOND (T.
Johnson 17) Beautiful clear pink 
standards and edge on white falls.  
Gorgeous!!  $9.00

BOO TO YOU  (Black 21) White 
w/ sky blue f spot, hafts touched lemon.  
Vigorous, showy clumps.  $14.00 

BORN TO BOOGIE  (T.John-
son 22) A salmon ground coral orange 
and violet plicata with large red bds.  
Form! $16.00
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CONTEMPLATE (Black 22)  
Khaki plic S over lemon ground.  F have 
white ground with khaki hafts and edge 
with lilac central wash.   $16.00 

CRISS CROSS (T.Johnson 22) 
Lavender blue with a veined rust fall 
spot and blue bd. $16.00

CURLY FRIES (T.Johnson 22) 
The name says it all.  Very curly wide ruf-
fles on a yellow and white.  $16.00

DANCING AROUND (T.
Johnson 17) White S and precise rim 
on blue to violet F.  Showy!!   $9.00

DARE YOU  (Black 22)  Dark 
charcoal to wine with smoldering burnt 
gold bds.   $16.00 

ELEGANT CASHMERE  
(Black 20) Smoky lavender w/ pinkish 
tan spot & blue beard.   $12.00 

EXCLAIM (Black 13) Cute small-
er flowers. Brightest and cleanest of 
type. $9.00

EXTREME (Black 21) Peach, 
heavily washed dark orange w/ shock-
ing orange bd.  Bright and colorful! 
 $14.00 

FAB LIFE (T.Johnson 17) Well 
formed odd blue to dusty rose pink w/ 
blue beards.  Great!    $10.00

FAMILIAR FACE (Black 20) 
White standards w/ purple band; F 
white w/ purple lines.  Pretty  $12.00 

FAMOUS (Black 21) Very dark 
grape purple luminata w/ yellow edge 
on S & area around yellow bd.   $14.00 

CAT’S EYE (Black 02) Totally 
unique! Cook-Douglas 2008 $9.00

CATCH MY EYE  (T.Johnson 
22) Orange with violet lined plicata falls 
with orange bds.  Clean colors. $16.00

CHILD  (Black 22)  Pink S, flesh F 
with blue beards.  Our favorite of Paul’s 
from ’22 $16.00 

CIAO BELLA (T.Johnson 19) 
Super wide formed ginger brown 
over yellow ground plicata.  Very nice!
 $10.00

CLEAR BLUE SKY (T. John-
son 12) Ruffed Mid blue with showy 
white beards.  $9.00 

COMIC (Black 14) Light gold 
on white minimal plicata. Big orange 
beards. Fantastic parent. $9.00

DEBONAIR BEAR (Black 20) 
Yellow standards; light lavender falls 
with Dark ruby full wash.  Stunning 
color combo! $12.00 

DON’T FIX IT (Black 18) Very 
unique coloring with the spot on the 
falls becoming broken color at the 
edges!   $9.00

DRIFTER (T. Johnson 20) 
Ruffled peach blend with lighter area 
below blue bds   $12.00 

EARTHLY DELIGHT  (Black 
20) Khaki standards and band on cop-
per falls; different.   $12.00 

EASTER CHICK  (Black 22)  
Brilliant canary yellow with a large white 
patch around bd.  $16.00 

EGGLICIOUS (T. Johnson 20) 
White with egg yolk F spot.  Amazing 
clumps!   $12.00 
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GLITTER BOMB   (T.Johnson 
22) Orange with heavy deep maroon 
plicata on falls and intense tangerine 
beards.  $16.00

GOOD FEELING (T. Johnson 
21) Pink S; F sanded and dotted deep 
violet.  3 to 4 buds.  Cute.  $14.00 

GRAPE MOON  (Black 22)  
Light pink with grape F spot and orange 
bds.  Very nice!  $16.00 

HAPPY FEET  (Black 22)  Bright 
lemon with showy white line that radi-
ates from the blue bd to petal’s edge.  
 $16.00 

HERE AND THERE  (T. John-
son 21) Yellow S; F white w/ rust red 
stitching and dotting.  Clean colors.   
 $14.00 

FILM STAR (T.Johnson 11) 
Great form & color. Wide circular falls. 
Marigold beards. $9.00

FINDING PEACE  (T.John-
son 22) Flesh pink with powder blue 
beards.  Spectacular in clump!  $16.00

FIRE (Black 15) Satiny dark garnet 
red with black red spot. Burnt orange 
beards. Wide. $9.00

FISHNET STOCKINGS 
(Black 19) Clear yellow S, and haft on 
white falls with distil violet lines below 
beard.  Very nice luminata! $10.00

FIVE AND DIME  (T.Johnson 
22) A mauve pink and blue blend with 
a pink fall spot and blue bds.  Wow!  
 $16.00

FLIRTY DANCING  (Miller 
22) Medium orchid with hafts washed 
pink.   $16.00 

FLIRTY GIRL (T. Johnson 18) 
Very ruffled pink and rose pink on white 
ground plicata.  Nice! $9.00

FLYING MONKEY  (Black 
21) Very different & showy luminata w/ 
large white patch encircling big yellow 
bd..  $14.00 

FOOFORAW (Black 19) Golden 
apricot S; Peach F have a sanded and 
dotted plum overlay. Color! $10.00

FOREVER AGLOW (Black 
19) Beetroot S over Ruby red falls w/
deeper fall spot and smoldering orange 
beards. $10.00

FULL ALERT  (T. Johnson 20) 
Canary yellow w/yellow bds.  Ruffled & 
bright!!   $12.00 

GIRL POWER  (T.Johnson 22) 
Coral pink self with amazing bds.  Very 
popular! Clumps!  $16.00

HEY LOOK AT ME  (Black 21) 
Vivid yellow-orange S; F burnished apri-
cot w/ lighter edge.  Brilliant tangerine 
bd.   $14.00 

HIT THE JACKPOT  (T. John-
son 21) Canary yellow w/ white area 
around large fuzzy deep violet blue bds.  
Wow!   $14.00 

HOLD ON TIGHT  (Black 22)  
Slate violet with deep grape F spot and 
orange bds.  Clumps! $16.00 

HOOCHIE COOCHIE (T.
Johnson 22)  Golden orange 
standards and edge on white ground 
and violet plicata F.  Color!  $16.00

I DREAMED A DREAM 
(Black 20) Purple S; Dark purple F 
with orange bd.  Up to 7 buds on two 
branches and spur.  $12.00 
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LITTLE CHICK (T. Johnson 
19) Very clear canary yellow with blue 
tipped yellow beards.  Nice! $10.00

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (T. 
Johnson 20) Ice blue w/ deep mus-
tard hafts & blue frosted beard Showy! 
 $12.00 

LITTLE PIGGY  (Black 22)  
Pinkish coral w/ ruffled yellow rim on S 
& F w/ orange bd. Nice!  $16.00 

LIVING DANGEROUSLY  
(T.Johnson 22) Purple bi-tone 
with intense, large yellow-orange bds.  
 $16.00

LOOKING SO FINE   (T.John-
son 22) The ruffles and the preciseness 
of the pattern are gorgeous.  Color! 
 $16.00

LEOPARD PRINT (T.Johnson 
06) Variable markings. $10.00

LET’S TALK   (Black 21) Dark 
plum with white area shining through 
below orange bd.   $14.00 

LIFE LESSON  (T.Johnson 22)  
A very different combination of colors in 
a plicata.  Very showy!   $16.00

LILAC BLUSH  (Black 22)  Light 
violet blue with a mid-violet washed 
spot in F.   $16.00 

LINES IN THE SAND (Black 
20) Cream ground w/ heavy claret over-
lay in standards and lines on falls w/ red 
bd.   $12.00 

LITTLE BAND OF GOLD  
(Black 20) Yellow standards and 
edge on orange F with tangerine bds.  
Beautiful!!    $12.00 

I GO CRAZY  (Black 20) Near 
solid dark brown plic standards; falls 
yellow ground with blue plic overlay 
and gold beard.   $12.00 

I’M IN LOVE  (Black 22)  Bright 
yellow S, haft and edge on washed and 
veined violet F.  A favorite since maiden 
bloom     $16.00 

INTELLECT (T.Johnson 15) 
Wide & round. Nice  $9.00

IT’S A SMALL WORLD 
(Black 16) Very unique white with 
pink hafts and incredible pink styles. 
 $9.00

JIG (T. Johnson 19) Almost solid 
mulberry plicata over white ground.  
Tangerine beards.  Ruffled! $10.00

JOLLY (Black 19) Beautiful wine 
bitone with large yellow luminata sig-
nal. $10.00

JOYFUL LOVE (T.Johnson 
14) Yummy mango peach blend. Early 
floriferous bloom. $9.00

JOYOUS ONE  (T. Johnson 
21)  Icy blue, F w/ gold washed area on 
either side of frosted blue bd.  Florifer-
ous! $14.00 

KITTEN WHISKERS (Miller 
19) Soft orange with maroon rays on 
falls. $10.00

KITTY CAT  (T.Johnson 22) 
The form!  The clump!   $16.00

LEAD THE WAY  (T. Johnson 
20) Salmon S; F more orange w/ dark 
lavender bds.   $14.00 
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LOST MY MIND  (T. John-
son 21) Orange with heavy red violet 
stitched and dotted F.  Rounded form & 
bright colors. $14.00 

MAGIC SPLASH (T.Johnson 
17) Pink S, haft and rim on white falls 
w/ lovely frosted blue beards.    $9.00

MASTER THE FLAME  (T.
Johnson 22) A personal favorite, 
stunning in clump.  $16.00

METICULOUS (Black 18) 
Precisely ruffled dark black cherry with 
black spot on F.  Dramatic!! $9.00

MISSING YOU (Black 21) Pink 
with violet stitched hafts & red beards.  
 $14.00 

MOUSE THAT ROARED 
(Black 21) Different color variant of 
luminata in shades of yellow and violet.  
Wide fat flowers. $14.00

MULBERRY JAM (T. Johnson 
20) White ground with wide mulberry 
plic band.  $12.00 

MY FAIR CHER (Black 20) 
White w/ lemon hafts and red bds.  A 
white glaciata!   $12.00 

MY GUY  (Black 22)  A unique 
blend of lilac and plum over cream and 
yellow ground.   $16.00 

MY SWEETNESS  (T.Johnson 
22) Light pink S and edge on white F 
with deep blue bds. Spectacular in 
clump!  $16.00

NEW RELEASE (Black 17) 
Classically formed unusual plicata with 
super root beer beards. $9.00

NEW TWIST (Black 20) S light 
yellow; F light pink and cream blend 
with pink bd.   $12.00 

NOT MY CIRCUS (Black 20) 
Lilac standards; deeper falls with white 
luminata patch and screaming red bds. 
 $12.00 

NOT MY MONKEY  (Black 
20) Yellow S and luminata patch on 
dark mahogany F with orange bd.
 $12.00 

NUTMEG MAMBO  (Black 
20) Mid gold S; copper-peach F w/ 
nutmeg shaded area on either side of 
tangerine bd.   $12.00 

OH CANADA (T.Johnson 15) 
Big flowers. Big spots on super wide 
falls. Colorful clumps. Neat two colored 
beards.  9.00

OH MY (T. Johnson 20) Medium 
to mustard with deep navy black beards.  
Color!   $12.00 

OH WOW (T.Johnson 17) 
Bisque pink with shocking large blue 
black beards that won’t be overlooked!!    
 9.00

ON A LARK   (T.Johnson 22) 
Med. yellow with nutmeg dotted falls.  
Very bright colors. $16.00

OUTRAGEOUS VISION  
(Black 21) Mauve S over violet F with 
short white lines around orange bd. 7 to 
9 buds.   $14.00 

PARTY ON  
(T.Johnson 
2 2 )  O r a n g e 
standards and 
deep maroon 
falls with a near 
red bd.   $16.00
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ROMAN NUMERALS  (T.
Johnson 22) A burgundy and blue 
blend with a dark red F spot. $16.00

RUNNING BARE (Black 20) 
Cream washed mid cantaloupe; Wide 
& ruffled.  $12.00 

RUSH TO GLORY   (Black 22)  
Slate violet blue with a large broken fall 
spot.  $16.00 

SASSY SALSA   (Black 22)  Pink 
S and edge on dark rose F with orange 
bds.  $16.00 

SAY BOO (Black 22)  Dark ruby bi-
tone with yellow-orange bds.   $16.00 

SCOUNDREL (T.Johnson 10) 
Olive and violet broken color. Markings 
are randomly streaked. $10.00

PEACH MEDLEY  (Black 21) 
Apricot pink.  A tad bit darker S and haft.  
Beards tipped white.  $14.00 

P E N N Y  F O R  Y O U R 
THOUGHTS  (T. Johnson 21) 
Gold S; F gold w/ deep cinnamon dotted 
hafts & lighter dotted edge.  $14.00 

PERFECT BALANCE (T. 
Johnson 20) White ground plic with 
precise lilac purple band.  Beards are 
white w/ blue hair tips!!  Very wide and 
ruffled!   $12.00 

PERFECT KISS (Black 19) Yellow 
S, haft and edge on white F.  Tang. 
Beards.  $10.00

PERFECT LOOK (T. Johnson 
20) Lt blue S & edge on deep magenta 
F w/ tangerine bds.   $12.00 

PUMPKINS (Miller 20) Orange 
standards and edge on maroon falls 
Bright!!      $12.00 

QUEEN OF 
DARKNESS 
(Black 19)  Pur-
ple & black bitone 
with saturated 
orange beards.  

Nice! $10.00

QUIGLEY  (T.Johnson 22) For 
lovers of the brassy gold to green colors.  
Nice form, vigorous! $16.00

RADIATE (T. Johnson 19) 
Yellow/buff standards, haft and edge on 
washed magenta falls.  $10.00

RADICAL RASCAL  (Black 
20) White ground plicata with purple 
overlay that can vary dramatically from 
slight to near solid depending on the 
flower. $12.00 

PET PROJECT (T. Johnson 
20) Bisque pink standards haft and 
edge on white falls; Enormous blue 
bds!!  Very nice!!  $12.00 

PETITE WOMAN  (Miller 22) 
S pink, F rose pink with deep magenta 
diffused spot.   $16.00 

PINK MEDLEY (Black 20) Stan-
dards light pink edged gold; F copper 
peach hafts blend to pink and are edged 
gold  $12.00 

PIRATE BABY (T. Johnson 
18) Near solid purple S; F white and 
lemon ground with purple fall band 
and black bar across the hafts.  Dramatic 
looking!  $9.00

PORTLAND PINK (Black 15) 
LATE-VERY LATE bloom. Fabulous full 
ruffled form and clear pink color. Result 
of crossing 2 IBs. It should be sterile but 
it is fertile with all bearded classes. YES!
 $10.00
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STYLISH MISS (T.Johnson 
17) Lilac to pink and white plicata with 
showy pink styles and orange beards.   
 $9.00

SUCH A DELIGHT   (T.John-
son 22) A clean orange and rose-red 
plicata with large bds. $16.00

SWEET BABY GIRL  (T. 
Johnson 21) White with wide lilac 
dotted band; F white w/ dark maroon 
spotted hafts & narrow lilac band.  
Bright orange bds.  Beautiful!   $14.00 

SWEET DEVOTION (T.John-
son 17) Plicata with white ground and 
near solid overlay of lilac pink.  Very 
beautiful!!  $9.00

SWEET TWEET (T.Johnson 
19)  White S with lilac stitched edge; F 
white with orange hafts, lilac pink dot-
ted edge and center belly stripe.  Nice 
contrasting orange styles.  Ruffled!
 $9.00 

SEARING EMBERS  (T. John-
son 20) Bright gold S and edge on 
deep mahogany black F with smolder-
ing tangerine bds.  Fantastic clumps 
and SHOWY!!!  $12.00 

SECRET PASSWORD  (T.
Johnson 22) Super clean yellow 
and white with nice powder blue bds.
 $16.00

SHE’S SO CUTE (Black 20) Mid 
pink standards; Cantaloupe falls with 
tangerine beard.   $12.00 

SHORTHORN (Black 20) Dark 
beetroot S and edge on wine F. Brown 
bd with shorthorn.  $12.00 

SKY AND MEADOW (Black 19) 
Off white S and rim on olive falls with 
blue beards.  Unique! $10.00

SLIGHTLY CONFUSED  
(Black 22) Icy blue white with pink 
toned F and deep blue bds.   $16.00 

SO NOTED (T.Johnson 19)  
Stark white standards and edge on 
indigo falls.  Beards brilliant orange.  
Gorgeous! $10.00

SPICY HOT  
(T. Johnson 
21) Bright yellow, 
F heavily overlaid 
w/ dark maroon 
dots.  Bright or-
ange bd.  $14.00 

SPLASH  (Black 21) Wide, round-
ed, brass yellow w/ slightly deeper F 
spot & orange bds.   $14.00 

STORY OF LOVE  (T.Johnson 
22) A lovely pink and white plicata with 
gorgeous form! $16.00

TAKE YOUR PICK  (Black 21) 
Solid dark purple standards and styles; 
Falls pink ground with near solid purple 
overlay.    $14.00 

TASTY TREAT (T. Johnson 
20) Rosy pink plicata w/ pink styles 
peeping through; bright red bds.  
Lovely and ruffled and a good parent!  
 $12.00 

TENDER LOVING CARE   
(Black 22) White w/ minimal purple 
dotted edge & heavier dotted hafts.   
 $16.00 

THIMBLE (T. Johnson 19) Light 
blue S and edge on deep indigo blue 
falls.  Fantastic clumps! $10.00

TIZZY FIT  (T. Johnson 20) S 
cream with near solid mulberry band; 
F yellow with rasp plic hafts and edge; 
burnt orange bds.    $12.00 

JackJack
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YODA (Blyth 12) F  Gold stan-
dards. Rose wine falls with blue violet 
beards. Fun color. $9.00

YODEL (T. Johnson 18) Me-
dium purple with huge black fall spot 
and blue beards.  Intensely beautiful!  
 $10.00 

YOU’RE ANNOYING  (Black 
22) Orange with rust to copper washed 
fall spot.   $16.00 

YOU’RE EARLY   (Black 22) 
Light pink S & ground on F w/ rosy dot-
ted hafts.   $16.00 

ZIG ZAG  (T. Johnson 21) Very 
flashy double rimmed plicata w/ near 
red bds.  Wonderful ruffled form.  Last 
year’s best-selling SDB.     $14.00 

Z O L T A R 
(T. John-
son 18)  A 
lovely purple 
a n d  b l a c k 
bicolor with 
yellow beard.  
Excellent gar-
den show-off!  

 $10.00 

TWO HEARTS  (T.Johnson 
22) Clear mid blue with a large heart 
shaped maroon fall spot.  $16.00

ULTIMATE (T. Johnson 03) 
Cook-Douglas 2010. $9.00

VERY BERRY SHAKE  (T. 
Johnson 20) Deep raspberry red pli-
cata bands on white ground & deep red 
bds!  A super grower and a blooming 
fool!!   $12.00 

WHERE’S THE BEARD  
(Black 22) Pink w/ white area where 
the non-existent bd should be.  $16.00 

WHIMZEES (Miller 20) Coral 
pink w/ deep plum veined F spot.  
 $12.00 

TRIPWIRE (T. Johnson 20) 
Yellow S and edge on mahogany red F; 
orange bds.  All of the S have a small 
beard inside them consistently!  Differ-
ent but intriguing!      $12.00 

TRY ME  (Black 22) Near solid 
dark purple S and edge on white F.  
 $16.00 

TULA (T. Johnson 21) A very 
unique, different color w/ etched, & 
almost laced petal edges.  Named after 
my sweet little dog.   $14.00 

TURTLE TANGO (Black 20) 
Light blue standards; mustard to green 
falls with blue bd.  $12.00 

T W I T T E R 
B U G  ( T . 
Johnson 20) 
Bright lemon 
yellow plicata 
on white ground 
w/ green tones; 
intense & large 
orange bds.  Ruf-
fled!!      $12.00 

WHOA  (Black 22) Deep royal vi-
olet with large multicolored and showy 
bds.   $16.00 

WIDE EYED  (Black 22) Mid vi-
olet with a dark plum spot and orange 
bds. Ruffled.   $16.00 

WISE GUY  (Black 22) Lemon 
yellow w/ greenish yellow F spot & 
bright orange bds.   $16.00 

WOODY WOODPECKER 
(T. Johnson 18) Light lavender with 
darker red F spot &  enormous orange 
beards!  Super!!  $9.00

WOW GEE WHIZ   (Black 21) 
Brassy yellow-green S, hafts and edge 
on dark mahogany F.  Large yellow 
patch encircles brilliant orange bds.
 $14.00 

WOWZIE (T. Johnson 20) Me-
dium sky-blue S with stunning indigo 
blue F spot and white tipped yellow bds.  
Showy! Fantastic!   $12.00 
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BORDER BEARDED
Smaller proportioned version of Tall Bearded with stalks 16” to 271/2”. Nice 
for windy areas where TBs aren’t as stable.

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED
Generally blooms between end of Standard Dwarf & beginning of Tall 
Bearded season on stalks 16” to 271/2” tall. EXTREMELY vigorous border 
plants.  Tet = tetraploid.

MINIATURE TALL BEARDED
Smaller flowers on thin, graceful stems 16” to 271/2”. Normally blooms late 
IB through TB season. Terrific for gardens that have no room for giant TBs. 
Very nice for arrangements. Diploid unless noted as 

MINIATURE DWARF BEARDED
Very Small plants & flowers no taller than 8”. Usually earliest bearded iris to 
bloom. Great for rock gardens.

The following classes of median bearded iris are mostly web exclusive.  We have included just a handful of 
varieties here, Go to the website for a more extensive selection of varieties.  We still offer arilbred iris but 

they now are website exclusive.  www.mid-americagarden.com

GAY ROMANCE

MERRY MULBERRY

FLIRTIN’ SKIRTS

I FEEL 
ENCHANTING

BLACK COMEDY

NICKEL

RIBBIT

TWINKLE TWINKLE 
LITTLE STAR



Thomas Johnson with Barry and Lesley Blyth.  
Photo taken by Roland Dejoux at Barry’s 

seedling patch in Australia.

Lovely Livvy, Love and Light, and Let Me Be There, in 
honour of Olivia Newton-John. 

Lovely Livvy

Love And Light

Let Me Be There


